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Abstract

The problem of optimizing code generated by a high-level language can be difficult when the target architecture is that of a digital signal processor (DSP). These machines are often very specialized complex instruction set computers (CISC), whose architectures have many conflicting constraints. Traditional divide-and-conquer methods used in compilers targeted for a general purpose processor (GPP) may do a poor job in this environment. Furthermore, porting a compiler from one DSP architecture to another is hampered by their great dissimilarities.

A genetic algorithm (GA) is often a successful optimizing algorithm in the presence of a large number of constraints. Furthermore, the algorithm itself does not change if presented with a new list of constraints to work with. These two facts suggest that a GA could do well as the optimization engine for a DSP compiler when compared to traditional techniques, especially if portability is an important consideration.

This work takes an existing C compiler targeted for the Motorola 56000 processor family, and improves upon it by adding support for parallel memory moves and knowledge of the dual memory architecture of the M56K. With this as a base, a genetic algorithm is introduced into the optimizer to handle instruction combination, register assignment, and memory partitioning simultaneously, in an attempt to provide the optimizer with a more global perspective on this rather difficult optimization problem.
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## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALU</td>
<td>Arithmetic and Logic Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>The C programming Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Program name of the standard C compiler on UNIX systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>Common Subexpression Elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>Discrete Fourier Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processor or Digital Signal Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR</td>
<td>Finite Impulse Response (Filter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frac</td>
<td>Fractional data type C-extension keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G56k</td>
<td>Motorola's port of GNU CC for the 56000 DSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>GNU CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNU</td>
<td>Gnu's Not Unix (UNIX operating system clone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>General Purpose Processor or General Purpose Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>High-Level Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIR</td>
<td>Infinite Impulse Response (Filter)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inc  Increment machine instruction
INSN  Basic unit of IR used by GCC
IR    Intermediate Representation
M66K  Motorola 56000 digital signal processor
M68K  Motorola 68000 general purpose processor
mac   Multiply-accumulate machine instruction
.md   Machine description file
MDET  Matrix Determinant
MINV  Matrix Inversion
NORTEL  Northern Telecom
p_c  Probability of Crossover
p_m  Probability of Mutation
RTL   Register Transfer Language
SUS   Stochastic Universal Sampling
UNIX  A common real-time operating system
Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis considers the problems associated with building a good optimizing compiler for a digital signal processor. This chapter introduces these problems, and the suggestion that a genetic algorithm would be a useful tool in solving some of them. A listing of the thesis contributions is included, as well as a short summary of the following chapters.

1.1 The Need for DSP Compilers

Digital signal processors grew out of a growing need for special-purpose, performance-oriented computing devices capable of handling the speed requirements of digital computing. As performance was such an important issue, and program size fairly small, all programming was done by hand in assembly code.

When digital signal processing was still a novel concept this hand-coding was acceptable practice. As is typical, though, the demands made of these
processors has grown enormously. The use of DSPs has become commonplace, while their applications have become more complicated. To meet these new demands, designers using DSPs are looking towards DSP targeted compilers. A high-level language (HLL), such as C, provides greater flexibility, maintainability, and portability of software.

1.2 Optimization in a DSP Compiler

While performance is important in all software projects to some degree or another, in DSP programming insufficient performance means, in effect, that the software is useless. DSPs are found in embedded real-time systems, typically with very demanding timing constraints. Failure to meet those constraints at all times is often unacceptable. Yet because they are appearing in so many products, this performance is demanded with the most inexpensive hardware possible, meaning simple processors and limited memory.

Thus if software development for DSP is to move towards the domain of a HLL, the compilers for them must have good optimizers. While the theory and implementation of compiler optimizers for general purpose processors (GPP) is quite mature, this is not the case for DSP. The architecture of a digital signal processor is very different from today's general purpose processor. For example, DSP architectures normally include separately addressable memory spaces, not the single flat memory space of a GPP. DSPs have unique addressing modes and a complex instruction set, both of which directly support the particular algorithms that appear in DSP work.
1.3 Genetic Algorithms as Optimizers

The main thrust of this work is to explore solutions to some of the problems of compiler optimizers for DSP by using a genetic algorithm (GA). A GA is an optimization technique inspired by the process of natural selection. GAs form good solutions to problems by starting with a randomly generated population of multiple solutions. Pairs of these solutions are then mated, with the effect that good pieces of one solution are combined with those of a second, and a new solution, better than that of either parent, is generated. New generations of individuals are repeatedly produced until ultimately the best solution of a particular generation is chosen as the optimized solution.

Some of the characteristics of GAs address the problems encountered when implementing an optimizing compiler for a digital signal processor. Specifically, GAs can deal with the many constraints of a DSP architecture simultaneously, and allow for a global view of the optimization process. Specific issues, such as data partitioning between memory spaces, should be easy to introduce into a GA. GAs also tend to be quite flexible, which should prove useful for exploring tradeoffs between execution speed and memory consumption.

One common criticism of GAs is that they are computationally expensive when compared to many other optimization techniques. Thus GA applications have tended towards one-time only optimizations and other situations when speed is not critical. During writing and testing of a software project, however, a fast compiler is required as reccompilations are frequently needed. From the outset it was assumed that a compiler with a GA optimizer would not be used during these stages of software development. Rather, the GA op-
1.4 Thesis Contributions

This work involves modifications to an existing C compiler, a port of GNU\textsuperscript{1} CC called G56k, targeted for the Motorola 68000 (M56k) family of digital signal processors. There are two areas of change, namely improvements to G56k's knowledge of the target architecture, and the replacement of several optimizations passes of the compiler with a GA-based optimizer. The validity of this GA approach was then considered by using the new compiler.

1.4.1 G56k Improvements

The M56K hardware is capable of addressing dual-memory banks, called X-MEMORY and Y-MEMORY. Furthermore, it can perform memory moves to or from both of these banks at the same time it performs arithmetic and logical calculations on registers in the ALU. However, the original G56K compiler was not able to take full advantage of either of these features, severely restricting its practical use. This was addressed in the following ways:

Manual Memory Partitioning

In order to make use of the second memory bank, a new x\_memory keyword was introduced into the compiler's understanding of the C syntax. By using

\textsuperscript{1}GNU stands for "GNU's Not Unix", an implementation of a Unix-compatible software system, originated by Richard Stallman.
this language extension, the programmer is able to flag certain variables to be placed into the alternate memory space.

Parallel Memory Moves

A new pass was added to the end of the compiler’s optimization process in order to rearrange code to perform data moves from one or both memory spaces in parallel with arithmetic and logical operations, subject to all restrictions of the M56k’s architecture.

1.4.2 GA Driven Optimization

A genetic algorithm was added to G56k’s optimizer. Replacement passes under GA control were developed for the original instruction combiner and register allocator, as well as an automatic memory partitioner for the newly added dual-memory support described in Section 1.4.1. The purpose of these passes in the compiler are as follows:

- Instruction Combiner
  The combiner organizes the internal representation of the program being compiled into a series of instructions that tries to best match the target architecture’s instruction set.

- Register Allocator
  The allocator manages the distribution of the limited number of registers of the target architecture amongst the quantities appearing in the program being compiled.
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- Automatic Memory Partitioner

Automatic memory partitioning relieves the programmer from needing to use the new \texttt{xmemory} keyword by choosing an appropriate memory space for certain quantities in the program, based on that quantity’s usage.

Any combination of the three replacement passes can be performed at once. By placing some optimization passes under GA control, exploration of tradeoffs between choices made in each pass are possible. Certain uses of the GA, notably for instruction combination, produced consistently better compilation results over a variety of common DSP algorithms.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follow:

Chapter 2 describes some of the unique features of digital signal processors, stressing those elements that make them different from general purpose processors.

Chapter 3 provides background material on compilers and their organization, and includes a description of many common techniques they use to optimize their output.

Chapter 4 describes the essentials of genetic algorithms, and also presents some common improvements that can be made to them to adapt them better to the problem being solved.

Chapter 5 goes into greater detail about the problems associated with optimized DSP code generation, and details how the use of a genetic algorithm
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

is felt to be an appropriate mechanism to deal with them.

Chapter 6 provides implementation details about how the various changes were made to G56K, covering the parallel combiner, \texttt{x-memory} keyword, and genetic algorithm.

Chapter 7 shows results from the testing of the changes made to G56K, and compares the new compiler results to that of the original.

Chapter 8 presents a summary and final conclusion, as well as suggesting areas for further study.

Appendix A includes the C-coded DSP algorithms used in the testing of Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Digital Signal Processing

This chapter provides background material on digital signal processing, and digital signal processors. The general organization of such a processor is discussed, with emphasis on those areas in which it differs from general purpose processors.

2.1 Overview of DSP

Digital signal processing\(^1\), as a branch of signal processing, only became practical during 1970's with the coming of fast, relatively cheap digital computers. In DSP, digital data (discrete in quantity and time) can be transformed by computer software in the same way that analog data can be transformed with hardware.

This approach provides several advantages. Not only is the software

\(^1\)The abbreviation DSP is used to mean both the field of digital signal processing as well as the sort of specialized processor that performs such computations.
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easily changeable, but it does not suffer from the inherent inaccuracy and degradation of analog hardware components. Furthermore, transformations not available in the analog domain (such as data compression) can be performed. Extensive coverage of the numerical theory of DSP can be found in texts such as [OS89] or [SK88].

2.2 Digital Signal Processor Architecture

DSP machines are optimized to do “number crunching” for specific types of algorithms while meeting regular hard real-time constraints. To support this their architecture differs greatly from that of a general purpose processor (GPP) [Lee88, Lee89]. Today’s GPP, while capable of the performance required for some DSP, is infeasible for many embedded applications due to its larger price-tag.

2.2.1 Memory Organization

The most evident difference between DSPs and GPPs is their memory organization. GPPs normally have the standard von Neumann architecture in which data and program memory are consolidated into a single flat space. This causes a memory bottleneck which in modern GPPs is solved with instruction and data caches and multi-port memory banks [HP90]. But high-performance memories are expensive and space consuming, thus inappropriate for DSPs. Furthermore, relying on caches is inherently unpredictable, making the hard timing constraints of DSP difficult to guarantee.

To prevent this memory bottleneck without resorting to such schemes
DSPs adopt a *Harvard* memory architecture with separate program and data memories, each with its own bus. Furthermore, many DSPs have two separate data memories, each being autonomous from the ALU. This allows for the simultaneous fetch of two pieces of data and one program instruction, an activity that can be taken advantage of in most DSP algorithms.

A further complication is that DSPs often have both on-chip and off-chip memory. Due to its proximity to the processor, the on-chip memory is faster (but limited in size). Programmers must divide data between the memories so as to minimize run-time while still satisfying size restrictions.

### 2.2.2 Multiply Accumulate Instruction

Another important architectural feature of DSPs is their direct hardware support for a multiply-accumulate (mac) instruction. Common DSP algorithms such as filtering or convolution involve repeatedly taking the sum of the product of two data values. This makes a single-cycle mac instruction almost mandatory for a good DSP chip.

### 2.2.3 Low Overhead Looping

DSP algorithms are also characterized by having extremely tight, fixed length loops. This is normally directly supported by the CPU with specialized loop counter registers which can be used to perform short loops with essentially no overhead.
### Table 2.1: Bit-Reversal Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Bit Pattern</th>
<th>Bit-Reversed Pattern</th>
<th>Bit-Reversed Offset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>0110</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>0101</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0011</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2.4 Additional Addressing Modes

In addition to the addressing modes found in a typical GPP, a DSP often has special support for *bit-reversed* and *modulo* addressing. Efficient, direct support for these techniques by the machine can prove extremely useful as they are frequently found in often used tight loops.

#### Bit-Reversed Addressing

Enabling bit-reversed addressing on a DSP causes normal memory offset values to be mapped to their bit-reversed equivalents. Table 2.1 shows this pattern for four-bit wide offsets. This form of addressing is useful for walking
through arrays stored in the non-sequential order needed for the calculation of the *fast Fourier transform*.²

Modulo Addressing

DSP algorithms often access arrays of data in a circular fashion. Thus for array elements numbered 0 to \((N-1)\), indexing by any value \(n\) should actually access element \((n \mod N)\). Modulo addressing supports this directly in the hardware.

2.2.5 Fixed-Point or Fractional Arithmetic

As a tradeoff between the added complexity of true floating-point calculations and simpler integer calculations, many DSP algorithms operate on what are called called *fixed point* or *fractional* numbers, so named as the position of the decimal point is fixed so that only the fractional part of a number may be represented.

The motivation for such a data type is as follows. DSP applications demand that numbers with fractional parts be used. Simple integer arithmetic, then, is not sufficient for many applications. On the other hand, the hardware required for floating-point support is slow and expensive. It turns out that simpler fixed-point arithmetic and scaling can be substituted for floating-point, providing that certain overflow cases are considered.³ All of the hardware needed to support fixed-point is the same as that for integer

²See [OS89] pp. 594.
³Limiting saturation values are normally adopted to keep the propagation of errors to a minimum if fixed-point numbers overflow.
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arithmetic. Thus the need for floating-point is provided with a minimum of hardware.

Digital signal processors, then, need only one set of hardware to do both integer and fractional arithmetic. It is up to the programmer, or sometimes the compiler to properly scale values, depending whether they are to represent integers or fractional numbers, and which of the two the target processor assumes.

For example, the M56k assumes all data to be fractional. Thus moving the hexadecimal value $3F$ into a 24-bit data register does not yield $000003F$ as would be expected for an integer value, but rather $3F0000$. If $3F$ is to be interpreted as an integer, the programmer or compiler must scale it first by shifting the decimal place (in this case) 24 places to the left.
Chapter 3

Compilers

This chapter provides background material on compilers for high-level languages such as C. The organization of a typical compiler is described, as well as the reasoning behind that organization. The optimization process is described in some depth. A discussion of data and control flow is included, as well as detail about various possible optimization passes.

3.1 Purpose Of Compilers

A compiler is nothing more than program that translates one language into another. The compilers that we are interested in here are used to write computer programs. The source is a high-level language that allows programmers to describe algorithms in an easily readable fashion, while the target language is that of the computer the program is to run on. Compilers are the basic tool of the computer programmer.

Being so important, the basics of compilers are well understood. Fur-
thermore, many tools have been developed to help in the fabrication of new compilers, especially ones to generate the front-end. A thorough discussion of all elements of compiler design can be found in [ASU86]. The following will discuss those elements of design that are common to most compilers, regardless of the language or target machine.

### 3.2 Compiler Organization

At the very least, compilers are organized into two distinct stages as depicted in Figure 3.1, a front-end and a back-end. The front-end is responsible for translating the programming language presented to it into an intermediate representation, or IR, that it passed to the back-end. That back-end takes an IR and translates it into assembly code appropriate for the target architecture. Optimizations may take place anywhere in the entire process, but most
commonly during the final stage or optional middle stage.

By introducing a standard IR, front and back-ends have an agreed upon means of communication. This allows for front-ends and back-ends to be interchanged to provide new compilers for new architectures. For example, a single back-end, targeted for the Motorola 68020, could be used with a C-to-IR front-end to make a complete C compiler, or a Pascal-to-IR front end to make a complete Pascal compiler for the same machine. This organization makes the support of new programming languages, and the porting of a compiler to a new architecture, greatly simplified through code reuse.

In reality, individual compiler vendors define their own IRs, making inter-vendor front and back-end swapping impossible. Also, given that some machine architectures vary greatly from others, IRs may not be expressive enough to describe the low-level concepts that the back-end needs to efficiently program the the target CPU.

Figure 3.1 contains an optional third stage for intermediate processing between front and back-ends. If it exists it is used for code optimization, and is of particular interest for this work. While performing optimization on pure IR yields a more portable compiler, there are limits to what can be done as many common optimizations are very machine specific, requiring back-end knowledge. Optimization shall be treated in some detail in Section 3.3, while the following sections briefly detail the front and back-end. Further general discussion can be found in [Lem92], and [Hol90] contains detailed implementation information of a compiler written in the C language.
3.2.1 Front-End Processing

It is the job of the front-end to do the initial translation of the programming language to the IR of the compiler. Figure 3.2 depicts the two processes involved in this processing, scanning and parsing. The scanner reads in the program line by line, breaking it down into tokens. A token is a basic unit of language, such as a keyword or variable name. For example, consider the C-code:

\[
\text{if (} x \neq 23 \text{) } x \text{ += } y; 
\]
This statement contains the keyword tokens if, (, !, ), +=, and ;, two variable tokens x and y, and a constant token 23.

Interpreting these tokens is the job of the parser. It groups tokens, ensures their validity, and forms them into a parse tree. An example of this for the expression $A \times B + C$ is shown in Figure 3.3. The parser recognizes the string of tokens that make up $A \times B + C$ as an expression containing two factors, one of which is itself an expression containing two factors. The parse tree, translated into some form of data structure, is the IR used by the compiler.
3.2.2 Back-End Processing

Figure 3.4 suggests that back-end processing is responsible only for code generation, which here is used to mean strictly the process of translating the purely logical form of IR into real code targeted for the machine. This may involve several choices, such as:

- Translation of IR to real machine instructions
- Register allocation
- When to use on-chip and when to use off-chip memory
• Which memory space to store variable in
• Stack space management

Should intermediate processing be performed by a separate stage of
the compiler, many of these choices may have already been made, and code
generation becomes extremely simple.

3.3 Optimization

Optimizations can be either machine dependent or independent. Independent
optimizations can be performed directly on the IR used by the compiler, and
handled in the separate intermediate processing stage. Other optimizations
may have to be deferred until the back-end, unless the intermediate stage is
given information to describe the target architecture.

Figure 3.5 shows the intermediate processing stage broken down into
a series of optimizing passes. Each pass performs some transformation on
the IR to remove useless information, do some form of compression on it, or
perhaps reorganize it to better suit the overall program. These transformation
must, of course, preserve the original ideas expressed by the programmer
(although not necessarily in the form originally used).

By splitting the optimization problem into distinct, separate passes,
an extremely complicated problem is broken down into manageable pieces.
The drawback is that in making the problem of optimizing more tenable the
global viewpoint of optimization is lost. This shall be further discussed when
implementation of a GA driven optimizer is discussed in Section 6.3.
3.3.1 Initial Analysis

One of the first steps in optimizing is to do some analysis on the IR. Generally this analysis consists of gathering information about both of control and data flow through the program.

Tracking Control Flow

To track control flow (the various paths that execution may take through a program) it is useful to first divide the IR into basic blocks. A basic block can
be defined as "a sequence of consecutive statements in which flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without halt or possibility of branching except at the end".\(^1\)

Often optimizations are much easier to perform within a basic block due to the guarantee that the code involved must execute sequentially. It can be far more difficult or even impossible to apply the same optimization techniques when more than one basic block is affected. An example of this complication is given in the discussion of constant subexpression elimination in Section 3.3.3.

Control flow information can sometimes be used as an aid in guiding the optimizer to areas to concentrate on. For example, it might be more beneficial to optimize a heavily used loop at the expense of other more seldomly used code. In practice, it is very difficult for compilers to make such a decision, due to the data-dependency of control flow. Consider the pseudo code below:

```plaintext
if (cond1 is true) do
  action1
else do
  action2
```

Suppose that with typical data, cond1 is true 99% of the time. If action1 can be optimized at the expense of action2 it should be. However, cond1 could depend on user input, or perhaps previous calculations, neither of which the compiler can predict. Without some other external knowledge, it must treat both action1 and action2 equally.

\(^1\)From [ASU86], page 528.
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Tracking Data Flow

Along with control flow certain optimization have need to know about data flow through the program. Data flow analysis involves knowing when and how data is used during the program. Essentially it is a matter of scheduling, that is deciding in what order what needs to be done. In the simplest case this involves knowing when a particular piece of data, such as a variable or a constant, becomes needed (is born), and when it is no longer needed (dies). Coupled with possible control flow paths, this information allows the compiler to track what resources it needs at any particular time, and perform register allocation (see Section 3.3.6).

Additional usage information, detailing exactly when data is used, can help when the question of code rearrangement is considered. Frequency of usage can also be looked at to ensure that often used data gets placed in faster memory, or in registers, in preference to other data.

3.3.2 Peephole Optimization

The simplest forms of optimizations, which are grouped with the name peephole optimizations, do not require any control or data flow information to perform. The term peephole optimization is used to describe transformations that are seen by considering small pieces of the program at once, as if viewed through a tiny peephole. Peephole optimizations can be done during intermediate processing, but are sometime more appropriately done during the back-end. The following sections detail some common techniques.
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Algebraic Simplification

Algebraic simplification is just the application of simple algebraic relationships to the program code. Take as examples the statements $x \leftarrow x + 0$ or $x \leftarrow x \times 1$. Both can be removed without affecting the program. Such statements can arise during IR generation from the parser. In theory an endless number of such relationships could be tested for in a program. In practice, since these are the only ones likely to occur they are the only ones tested for.

Strength Reduction

The term strength reduction refers to replacing one operation, or set of operations, with others that yield the same values but are cheaper to execute. There is often a great deal of machine dependency involved.

For example, the calculation of $x \times 2^n$, with $x$ and $n$ integers, can be replaced by a left or right bit shift operation. This is invariably cheaper than straight multiplication. Another example would be the calculation of $x \times n$. On a machine with poor support for multiplication this might be better evaluated as $n$ additions for small values of $n$. On another machine, with lots of dedicated hardware, multiplication might be as fast or faster than addition.

Jump Optimization

There are a variety of simple ways to remove extra jumps from code. Take the following two examples:
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{:} & \quad \text{:} \\
\text{jmp label1} & \quad \text{jeq label1} \\
\text{:} & \quad \text{jmp label2} \\
\text{label1:} & \quad \text{label1:} \\
\text{jmp label2} & \quad \text{label2:} \\
\text{label2:} & \quad \text{:} \\
\text{:} & 
\end{align*}
\]

In the first case the two chained unconditional jumps can be replaced by a single jump straight to label2. In the second case, the logic of the first conditional jump can be reversed to eliminate the second jump completely. There are many similar scenarios where certain adjacent or chained jumps can be eliminated from code. Often these situations arise after other optimizations rearrange or eliminate code that originally occurred between jumps or labels.

Machine Idioms

Particular machines have special purpose hardware instructions devised to make common operations faster. It is often of great advantage to specifically look for instances where they can be used. An example is auto increment or decrement addressing for walking through an array of values. For example, on the M68K, the following are equivalent:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{move.b (A1), D1} & \quad \text{move.b (A1)+, D1} \\
\text{addi } #1, A1 & \quad \text{move.w (A2)+, D2} \\
\text{move.w (A2), D2} & \quad \text{addi } #2, A2 \\
\text{move.l (A3), D3} & \quad \text{move.l (A3)+, D3} \\
\text{addi } #4, A3 & 
\end{align*}
\]
3.3.3 Common Subexpression Elimination (CSE)

Consider the following expression to evaluate $x$:

$$x \leftarrow c_1 \times (a + b) - c_2 \div (a + b);$$

The value of $(a+b)$ is called a common subexpression as it occurs more than once as a temporarily needed sub-computation in the calculating of variables. When translated directly to some IR representation, this expression for $x$ might become:

$$
\begin{align*}
t_1 &= a + b \\
t_2 &= c_1 \times t_1 \\
t_3 &= a + b \\
t_4 &= c_2 \div t_3 \\
x &= t_2 - t_4
\end{align*}
$$

Here the $t$'s represent temporary storage, probably registers in the CPU.

Obviously the calculation of $t_3$ is redundant, as any subsequent use of it can be replaced with $t_1$. This process is called common subexpression elimination. But now consider the following code:

```plaintext
if (cond is true) do
    x \leftarrow c_1 \div (a + b);
    x \leftarrow x - c_2 \div (a + b);
```

Translated to an IR, this might become:
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```
cmp cond1 to 0
jeq label1

t1 = a + b
x = c1 \times t1

cmp cond1 to 0
jeq label1:
t2 = a + b

t3 = c2 \div t2
x = x - t3
```

In this case, the common subexpression \(a+b\) must be evaluated the second time, even though its value may already have been calculated. The complication is that the subexpression appears in two separate basic blocks (the presence of label1: indicates a possible control flow change).

### 3.3.4 Constant Folding

If the compiler can deduce at compile time that the value of an expression is in fact constant throughout the program, and it knows its value, then it can replace references to that expression by the appropriate constant. In C, for example, one might find the following:

```c
#define NUM_COLUMNS 10
#define NUM_ROWS 100
#define NUM_ELEMENTS (NUM_COLUMNS\times NUM_ROWS)

for (i=0; i<NUM_ELEMENTS; i++)
    { /* do something */ }
```

Instead of evaluating `NUM_ELEMENTS` as \((10 \times 100)\) every time it is used, the multiplication can be done once at compile time and the result of 1000 used throughout the code. This procedure is called constant folding or constant propagation.
3.3.5 Loop Optimization

The presence of a loop often indicates a high usage area of code, and thus optimization done inside them are well worth while. They generally follow this form:

\[
\text{while (condition) do} \quad \iff \quad \text{loop logic} \\
\text{whatever} \quad \iff \quad \text{loop body}
\]

Loops contain some body of code to be repeated, controlled by bracketing loop logic that determines the end condition for the loop. Loop logic also controls the values of induction variables, identifiers whose values depend on the number of iterations of the loop that have passed.

Movement of code from inside the loop to the outside is often considered. A common occurrence is with temporary calculations. Consider the following C fragments:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for (i=0; i<10; i++)} & \quad \text{for (i=0, tmp=x/y; i<10; i++)} \\
& \{ \quad \{ \\
& \quad a = f(i); \quad a = f(i); \\
& \quad \text{sum} = a*(x/y); \quad \text{sum} = a*tmp; \\
& \quad \text{/* use sum */} \quad \text{/* use sum */} \\
& \quad \text{dif} = a-(x/y); \quad \text{dif} = a-tmp; \\
& \quad \text{/* use dif */} \quad \text{/* use dif */} \\
& \} \quad \}
\end{align*}
\]

As shown, the value \(x/y\) can be calculated once outside of the loop instead of twenty times inside. Simple optimizations like this can be done directly by the programmer (if they notice it). But a good compiler can take over this responsibility from the programmer. Having the compiler do the movement itself allows the programmer to concentrate on other things, such as overall design, as well as retaining the better expressiveness of the
first version. Maintainability is also improved (consider the case of a later revision of the code changing the value of x or y inside the loop).

Furthermore, the compiler may be able to move code that the programmer does not have access to. Consider the following less obvious code movement possibility that occurs frequently in C++:

```c++
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
{
    someclass mivar;
    /* use "mivar" */
}
```

The programmer has followed good coding practice and placed the declaration of a new variable mivar inside the loop, restricting its scope to the loop body itself. But this causes the call to the constructor for class someclass to be performed at the beginning of every repetition through the loop. By knowing the specifics of this constructor call the compiler may be able to move some or all of it outside of the loop. The programmer may not even have access to this code at the source level.

Another simple means to speed up a loop is to unwind it. If the number of repetitions of a loop are known beforehand and constant, then the body can simply be repeated the appropriate number of times. This avoids the overhead of the loop logic itself, at the expense of memory space. This approach is only worthwhile for short, tight loops (i.e. the loop overhead is significant compared to the computation of the body).

Finally, the use of induction variables may be reduced or eliminated in a variety of ways. For instance, multiple induction variables that can be expressed in terms of one another may be collapsed into a single variable. In
other instances complicated array subscripting can often be expressed with simpler pointer arithmetic.

3.3.6 Register Allocation

Register allocation involves the mapping of the IR to the actual hardware of the machine being targeted, and can be the most complicated of all optimization techniques. While commonly done in the back-end, intermediate processing can handle most allocation so long as the register set of the target is fully described to it. Given that each register type may have different widths, and restrictions on its use, an IR must be carefully defined to allow for the description of multiple target architectures.

Register allocation itself can be done with a variety of algorithms, often differing depending upon how much of the program under compilation is being considered at one time. A common starting point is to assume in the IR an infinite register set, with every variable or quantity having its own register. Register assignment then becomes a problem of mapping this infinite set of registers to a finite set in the “best” way possible.

One possibility is to minimize the number of memory spills required for the mapping. A spill occurs when a particular register must be used that already contains a quantity yet to be used. This quantity must be temporarily “spilled” to memory, and restored later on. Using this idea, allocation within a basic block (local allocation) is a fairly straightforward procedure, and can be accomplished by tracking variable usage counts and using a technique called graph colouring.²

²See [Lev93] for details of this algorithm.
Unfortunately, when considering variables that span multiple basic blocks (global allocation) the problem is complicated due to the possibility of changes in control flow. One approach taken is to treat local and global allocation completely separately, dividing all available registers amongst the two. This can cause an excessive number of memory spills, as even though registers are available they have been reserved for the other of local or global allocation. Furthermore, some special purpose registers will always be needed for both, and will always be in conflict.

A better approach is to prioritize certain registers for global and others for local allocation. Local is done first, followed by global. If global allocation requires a register already in use from local allocation, the local quantity must be relocated. If other local registers are available then it goes there. Otherwise, it may be spilled or, if more highly used than yet another local quantity it may take over the second local's register, causing a new quantity to need relocation. This procedure is repeated until all quantities have been found a home throughout all of the program.

3.3.7 Dead Code Elimination

As a final note on possible optimizations, code that is never used need never be generated. Unreachable code can develop as a result of some of the techniques described above. It is also common practice to place code in a program that is never intended to be in the final product, such as debugging code or extensions for future changes. Such unreachable code is easy to detect and eliminate from the output by looking for code beyond unconditional jumps or conditional jumps that can never be satisfied.
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Genetic Algorithms

This chapter provides background material on genetic algorithms. The basics of a genetic algorithm (chromosome encoding, fitness evaluation, and reproduction mechanisms) are described. The schema theorem is presented, along with a short discussion of its importance. Finally, some common extensions to the basic GA are described.

4.1 Biological Inspiration

Genetic Algorithms are one of a number of techniques belonging to a group of numerical methods called Evolutionary Computing. These techniques are inspired by the process of natural selection.

Natural selection is the process by which living beings evolve and change over time to better meet the requirements of their environment. Those individuals that are stronger and better suited tend to live, whereas the weaker tend to die. Thus, in the long run, it is the stronger individuals that are
successful and reproduce. The children of these individuals tend to have characteristics similar to their parents, most importantly those that allow the parents to survive. Thus the fitter the individuals, the more likely they are to reproduce and have similarly fit children.

In living beings, the information that goes into making up these characteristics is stored in chromosomes. These are made of long chains of complex molecules, called genes. Each gene, or set of genes, goes into defining some characteristic of the being. The chromosome of a child is made up from genes from both parents.

This sharing of genetic material means that the child will typically have some traits similar to its parents. But at the same time it also allows for new combinations of genes to occur in the chromosome, combinations that existed in neither parent. If these new traits are beneficial to the child, then it may be more fit overall, and have a better chance of survival, and thus a better chance of passing on these new genes to its children. If the new traits prove detrimental, the child’s fitness will be lessened along with its chances for survival. Over time, the average fitness of individuals in a population will increase.

4.2 Basic GA Components

In [Hol75], genetic algorithms were presented using the mechanisms of evolution as a means to find good solutions to a problem. In a GA, an individual represents a particular solution to the problem being solved. The fitness of that individual corresponds to how well it solves that problem in comparison
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to other individuals.

In the simplest case the GA starts with a collection of many randomly generated individuals, and pairs them off into parents. This pairing process is called selection. Each pair is then combined using two genetic operators, crossover and mutation, detailed in Section 4.2.3, to produce two new individuals (children) which replace the two parents in the next generation of the population. This process is continued, and over time the average fitness of the population grows. The process can be stopped for a variety of reasons, such as:

- a fixed number of generations occur
- no significant average fitness improvement
- a given length of computation time

The solution to the problem is chosen to be the individual in the final generation with the best fitness value.

An individual's encoding is represented by a string of bits, that is a series of 1's and 0's. This must be done in such a way so that the relative fitness of all possible strings can be evaluated. The processes of encoding and fitness evaluation are the only problem-specific parts of a GA. The reproductive mechanism is generic to all problems. These three elements of GAs are described in the following sections.

4.2.1 Encoding

The first problem in developing a simple GA as an optimizer for a problem is to map solutions into bit strings. Consider the simple example of optimization
a function of two variables, such as:

\[ z = \left( \frac{10 - x^2}{x} \right) + \left( \frac{6 - y^2}{y} \right) \]  

(4.1)

Restrict the values of \( x \) and \( y \) such that \(-10 < x < 10\) and \(-6 < y < 6\). To properly encode this, a bit string must be mapped into all possible values of \( x \) and \( y \).

A simple way, as depicted in Figure 4.1 would be to use 6 bits for each of \( x \) and \( y \) such that the first bit represents the sign, and the next 5 a fraction. Then scale by 10 or 6 as appropriate to yield values for \( x \) and \( y \). Notice that the choice of bit-length for each number determines its precision.

In general, problems can often be encoded in terms of numbers, each with its own mapping into a bit-string. Each of the bit-strings put end-to-end form the chromosome that represents a particular solution.
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4.2.2 Fitness Evaluation

Given a chromosome, the GA needs a means to evaluate its fitness relative to other chromosomes. This is done with a fitness function, or objective function, which returns some number for a given chromosome. The greater the number, the greater the fitness.

In the example of the function of equation 4.1 the objective function would simply decode the chromosome for values $x$ and $y$, evaluate $z$, and use that as the fitness.

It is not important that the objective function return a fitness relating directly to the problem being solved, as it does here (in fact it is the answer to the problem!). Rather, the objective function must only differentiate between chromosomes as to which is a better solution.

4.2.3 Reproduction Mechanism

The reproductive mechanism follows three notions. Firstly, there must be selection pressure to ensure that the more fit the individual the better its chance are at participating in reproduction. Secondly, there must be an element of heredity, where characteristics of a parent are passed down to its offspring. Thirdly there must be exploration, so that the fitness of individuals has a chance of increasing over time.

Two parameters are needed by the GA during reproduction. They are both probabilities, one of crossover ($p_c$) and the other of mutation ($p_m$), and will be explained in their corresponding sections.
Figure 4.2: Roulette Wheel Selection Method

Selection

Selection is the process by which individuals are chosen for reproducing. It must be random, yet still favor highly fit chromosomes. A simple sampling technique, commonly referred to as Roulette Wheel Selection, works as follows. Imagine all individuals being given a slice of a wheel, the size of which is proportional to their fitness, as depicted in Figure 4.2. A simple spinner is then used when a random individual is needed.

This ensures that, given a population of size N, the expected number of times that an individual i will be chosen in N spins is given by \( f_i / \bar{f} \), where \( f_i \) is the fitness value of individual i, and \( \bar{f} \) is the average fitness value of all individuals. Thus an individual that is twice as fit as the average is expected to be chosen two times during N selections, twice as often as the average individual.

While roulette wheel selection works, it is not perfect. For example, given that each spin is randomly determined, it is possible that a particularly
poor individual may be over-selected. More dangerous is that even though highly fit an individual is never selected and is lost forever from the population. Section 4.4.2 will discuss some of the limitations of this strategy, and suggest both better sampling strategies and other completely different alternatives.

Crossover

The crossover operator takes two chromosomes and produces from them two children. With probability $1-p_c$, the children are simply the duplicates of each of their parents. $p_c$ is normally kept fairly high, so that the majority of the time crossover is actually performed. As depicted in 4.3, this is done by randomly choosing a point in the chromosomes, splitting them into two, and
exchanging the corresponding parts of each. This is simple 1-point crossover. Variations will be considered in Section 4.4.2.

Hereditity is achieved as the children each contain exact copies of much of the parent’s chromosome. Yet at the same time, there is exploration of new chromosome possibilities taking place. The concept is that useful building blocks (called schema) from either parent will be combined in the child to form a hybrid, while at the same time new schema are being formed and explored.

Consider the schema \(110**10\), where the "**" character represents a "don’t care". This schema of parent 1 is preserved in child 2. However, due to crossover, child 2 contains the new schema \("101011\) which was found in neither parent. If this proves to be a beneficial schema it will be reflected in child 2’s fitness value, and tend to carry on into future generations.

**Mutation**

Due to the fact that the initial population is seeded randomly, and that over time individuals will die off and leave the population, it is possible that certain schema will not exist in the population, nor be able to be created with the crossover operator. This limits the GA in its ability to reach all regions of the function space.

The mutation operator is provided to correct this problem. Unlike crossover, it is purely exploratory. To mutate a chromosome each bit is changed from a 1 to a 0 and vice versa with a probability \(p_m\). \(p_m\) is usually very small, so that most of the exploratory work is performed by the crossover operator.
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4.2.4 Simple GA Pseudo-code

In summary of the preceding sections, the pseudo-code for a simple GA goes as follows (assuming a fixed maximum number of generations):

generate random initial oldpop of size popsize
for gen from 1 to maxgens do
    for i from 1 to popsize do
        select 2 chromosomes from oldpop for parents with probability $p_c$
        crossover parents to produce two children
    else
        copy parents to produce two children
        mutate bits of children with probability $p_m$
    endfor
    add children to newpop
endfor
replace oldpop with newpop
endfor
pick best chromosome from newpop as solution

4.3 Schema Theorem

Consider the schema theory as stated in [Gol89]:

$$m(H, t + 1) \geq m(H, t) \cdot \frac{f(H)}{\bar{f}} \left[ 1 - p_c \frac{\delta(H)}{1 - \delta(H)} - o(H) \cdot p_m \right] \quad (4.2)$$

where:

$H$ is a particular schema
$m(H, t)$ is the expected number of schema $H$ in generation $t$
$f(H)$ is the average fitness of the strings representing schema $H$
$\bar{f}$ is the average fitness of the entire population
I is the total length of H (number of 1's, 0's, and "s"

o(H) the order of H (number of 1's and 0's only)

δ(H) is the length of H (the distance between the furthest separated
1 and 0)

p_c is the probability of crossover

p_m is the probability of mutation per bit

Thus for a schema H_1 of ("101011"), l(H_1) is 6, o(H_1) is 3, and δ(H_1)
is 6.

The schema theorem suggests that the number of a particular schema
that is short, of low-order, and above-average in fitness value will increase
exponentially in successive generations.

When designing a GA, it is important to keep this in mind, particularly
when designing the encoding for a problem. The GA will be more successful
if related elements of a problem map tightly into local regions of the chromo-
some, lessening their chance for disturbance by the genetic operators.

4.4 Simple Improvements

The GA as described will work fine for many diverse problems. Unfortunately
GAs are very difficult to formally analyze, making definite improvements
difficult. What works with a certain type of problem often is detrimental for
a different one. Many implementors rely on a large bag of tricks developed
over time from one problem to the next, trying all in an attempt to better the
optimization for a new problem. Some techniques that require little more in
the way of complication are discussed here.
4.4.1 Selection Variations

Many different selection schemes have been experimented with for a variety of problems. Analysis of the effectiveness of various popular methods, including other sampling as well as tournament techniques can be found in [GD91]. As was suggested in 4.2.3, the simple roulette wheel technique is limited in effectiveness.

Two terms are used in describing the effectiveness of sampling—bias and spread. Bias is defined as the absolute difference between an individual’s sampling probability and its expected value $(f_i/\bar{f})$. Spread is a measure of the range of possible values of $n_i$, where $n_i$ is the number of identical individuals $i$ in a particular generation. The optimal, minimum spread is therefore:

$$\left\lfloor \frac{\bar{f}}{f} \right\rfloor \leq n_i \leq \left\lceil \frac{\bar{f}}{f} \right\rceil \quad (4.3)$$

For example, if individual 1 has a $f_1/\bar{f}$ of 2.4, then a sampling technique that guaranteed it to be chosen either 2 or 3 times would exhibit the property of minimum spread.

Consider the roulette wheel sampling technique from Section 4.2.3. While it is clear that such sampling has zero bias, which is considered optimal, it does not have minimum spread. There is no mechanism to prevent the over-selection of poor individuals, or the under-selection of good ones.

A better sampling technique with respect to bias and spread, first introduced in [Bak87], is called Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) or Baker’s Multi-arm Roulette Wheel. As shown in Figure 4.4, the single arm of the roulette wheel is replaced by $N$ equally spaced arms, where $N$ is the popula-
tion size. This is spun giving all N selections at once. This selection scheme guarantees both zero bias and minimum spread.

4.4.2 Crossover Variations

A natural extension of the 1-point crossover of Section 4.2.3 is to consider 2-point crossover, as depicted in Figure 4.5. One motivation for moving to a 2-point crossover would be that single point crossover is limiting in the sort of combinations it can make of chromosomes. 2-point is better able to create new schemas from parents, and is thus more exploratory.

A further extreme called uniform crossover is depicted in Figure 4.6. Under uniform crossover the bits of each child are chosen from the corresponding bits of one of their parents, each having a equal chance of contribution. This is depicted by an additional string called a bit mask, with 1’s and 0’s indicating the choice of parent for the bit in that position.

The price paid for greater exploration is the risk of greater disruption
of existing schema, and a lessening of the effects of heredity. Whether this is the case or not depends heavily on the order and length of the schema, and the length of the chromosomes being affected. A discussion of disruption and other effects of 2-point and uniform crossover can be found in [Sys89], and further analysis of the general case of n-point crossover in [SJ91].

4.4.3 Fitness Variations

A common problem in implementing a GA for a particular problem is that of premature convergence. This is most commonly caused by the population becoming dominated too quickly by the best individuals. Other chromosomes that have completely died out, while having poorer fitness values, may still have contained useful schemas that could have been exploited if given enough
time.

The most common mechanism to correct premature convergence is some form of fitness normalization. Consider the simple population of chromosomes show in Table 4.1. Assuming zero bias and spread, the table suggests that individual 3 could be the only chromosome selected for reproduction, and crossover will no longer have any affect.

To correct this problem, normalization is used. All individuals are ranked in fitness, and their ranking used to set a new fitness value. For example, the most fit might be given a new fitness of 100, with each successively ranked individual assigned a value 10 lower than the previous. Re-examining our example yields Table 4.2, where there is a much more even distribution of fitness values. Further discussion of ensuring diversity in GA
populations with normalization techniques, and other mechanisms, can be found in [Bak88] and [ES91].

Fitness normalization can also be used to solve what could be considered the opposite problem, when the fitness evaluation yields answers that are too similar in value. If all fitness values lie within a small range, the selection process may not be able to distinguish well between the good and the bad. Normalization can be used under these circumstances to provide more differentiation between individuals.
4.4.4 Parallel Fitness Evaluation

One practical limitation of GAs is that for problems of reasonable complexity they require a large amount of computing time. This limits their applicability to problems that require answers quickly.

Conveniently, though, the objective function, which is the most time-consuming element of most GAs, needs to be run over and over on a number of independent individuals. As each run of the objective function is independent on the others, they can be done simultaneously on separate CPUs. This could be a simple network of nodes, or a special-purpose multiple-cpu supercomputer.
Chapter 5

Optimized DSP Code Generation

This chapter presents in detail the problem addressed by this thesis, namely that of the poor performance of DSP compilers. Current DSP programming practice is analyzed, and existing techniques to deal with this problem are discussed. Finally, the reasoning behind the use of a genetic algorithm for DSP code optimization is presented.

5.1 DSP Code Optimization Problem

DSPs are appearing everywhere, from inside kitchen appliances to components of high-speed communication equipment. Due to high volume cost is vitally important, forcing the need for the maximum of performance (speed and memory) with the minimum of hardware. At the same time, this high volume demands the overall advantages of high-level language design—speed and accuracy of development.

For a GPP, designers of today are likely to develop software entirely in
a HLL to take advantage of the greater flexibility, maintainability, and port-
ability that it gives over hand-coded assembly. While in the past performance
was only obtained through hand-coding it is now provided by highly optim-
izing compiler support. Unfortunately, while the field of compilers for GPPs
is quite advanced, the performance of the state of the art in DSP targeted
compilers is still far from being acceptable for their applications [SCL94b].
The reasons for this appear to be twofold:

1. A mismatch between the underlying assumptions that common high-
   level languages make about the target architecture, and the actual ar-
   chitecture of the target machine.

2. An inability to deal with confining and conflicting architectural con-
   straints.

In the first case, HLLs designed for general purpose processing assume
a uniform memory structure with consecutive addressing, making it difficult
to properly handle the multi-memory banks of a DSP. Decisions such as in
which memory space to place variables does not exist for GPPs. Pointer
manipulation, as seen by the HLL, does not consider the problems that arise
from a single memory address existing in multiple memory banks.

The second problem is that of difficult constraints. Today's optim-
izing compilers are most effective when the target architecture has both a
regular structure and orthogonal instruction set [HP90]. That is, compilers
do well with many general purpose registers and when different elements of
the instructions themselves (operations, addressing modes and registers, data
types, etc.) are independent of one another. But in DSPs this is not the case.
They have many special purpose registers for data accumulation and memory fetching. Complicated addressing and looping registers are further added to the mixture. In some cases registers may only be used in certain orders, and sometimes contents may only be valid after pipeline delays.

5.2 Current DSP Programming Practice

In DSP today, designers most often hand-code the time-critical pieces of their applications, and use a HLL such as C for other less critical areas. This approach is supported by studies such as in [SCL94], in which it was found that the most time and opportunity for parallelism in a variety of DSP applications (e.g. image enhancement, spectral analysis) was to be found in a number of common DSP algorithms contained within the application. The overall control and setup code contained less opportunity for optimization.

Unfortunately, programming the machine directly is both error-prone and time consuming. Hand-coded programs, or program fragments, are not easily portable. Applications are becoming more complex and their components harder to develop. It is awkward to interface the HLL and hand-coded algorithms without the HLL really understanding the machine architecture. The reality is that better techniques are needed to develop applications for DSP.
5.3 Current DSP HLL Optimizing Approaches

Several approaches have been taken in providing a high-level optimized approach to programming DSPs. The most straightforward is to augment an existing compiler (generally for the C language) to specifically take advantage of a DSP architecture by adding a post-optimizer. [LLC94] describes such an approach for the Texas Instruments TMS320C25 processor. This approach works well enough in finding places to introduce mac instructions, and to take advantage of special looping hardware, but does not deal well with memory partitioning or special addressing modes.

Another approach meeting with some success is using a traditional HLL, such as C, with language extensions to support DSP concepts [Pro94, Kre94]. This approach focuses on the first problem stated above in Section 5.1 of a mismatch between current HLLs and DSP architectures. For example, such a language may allow a variable to be declared as being in a particular memory space through a new keyword or compiler pragma, or directly support a new data type such as a modulo memory pointer. Unfortunately, many such language extensions are vendor-specific, meaning that one of the major advantages of HLLs, portability, is lost.

Such language extension schemes rely on the programmer to perform memory partitioning by hand. Some automatic partitioning algorithms have been suggested in [SCL95, SCL96], but only targeting the authors' theoretical DSP machine model.

A completely different approach is that taken by such tools as Ptolemy [PHLB95] or Gabriel [Lee89] which use a graphical approach to code generation. These environments take advantage of the fact that most DSP applic-
5.4 A GA Approach to Optimization

None of the above approaches consider the second common problem of designing a compiler for DSP machines, namely that of confining and conflicting constraints, and the difficulties this imposes on a traditional compiler. Neither do they very satisfactorily deal with the problem of memory space partitioning without programmer intervention. In this work the use of a genetic algorithm is considered as an alternative approach to code optimization when the target is a DSP.

Assuming one can map the problem of the choices made when optimizing code to the familiar bit strings of a genetic algorithm, this work was motivated by the following observations:

1. GAs perform well in the presence of many constraints

   Genetic algorithms have been shown to be very robust, and still able to perform well with problems that are too complex for more conventional optimization schemes. Their multi-point exploratory nature ensures that the entire problem space is efficiently investigated.
2. GAs allow for a more global view of optimization
   Using a GA should allow for a more holistic approach to code optimization, as the effect of different passes can be considered at once. If an individual’s encoding is made to represent choices made during multiple passes, then the evaluation of this individual’s fitness takes into account the choices made during all passes at once. This allows for the exploration of tradeoffs between choices made at each stage of optimization, an ability that is not practical when considering each pass separately.

3. Automatic data partitioning is easy to introduce
   Once a GA is involved in the optimizer, it is easy to use some portion of the chromosome for making the memory partition choice of variables for the programmer. This way no extensions need to be made to the target language to support a dual-memory architecture.

4. Portability of a GA driven optimizer should be relatively easy
   The optimizing algorithm itself does not change with the introduction of a new set of constraints to represent another target architecture. Furthermore, no language additions are required in order to support automatic memory partitioning. Thus it seems reasonable that a GA driven optimizer should be relatively portable between DSPs so long as the constraints of the machine can be expressed in some form the GA can follow.

5. Fitness evaluation allows for flexibility of optimization concerns
Certain optimizations involve a tradeoff between speed and memory consumption. For example, loop unrolling and function inlining increase speed of execution at the expense of program size. Such decisions are typically left to manual programmer intervention by compile-time switches, as different applications or products may need to favour one over the other. If the fitness evaluation of a chromosome takes both into account separately, then a simple user-supplied weighting favouring speed or memory will cause the GA to automatically prefer the optimizations that reflect the designer’s needs.

Observations 1–3 are explored in this thesis. It was hoped that the use of a GA optimizer would prove to generate superior code than the original optimizer, and indeed improvement was achieved for certain types of optimizations. The compiler was also augmented to support parallel dual-memory moves, and by using the GA it can automatically partition variables into appropriate memory spaces.
Chapter 6

Implementation

This chapter describes the implementation of the changes made to the G56K compiler. Examples of what these changes are to be capable of doing are shown. In order to understand some of the specifics, explanation of the implementation of the original compiler is needed, in particular its internal representation for code. Separate sections then detail the work needed for the parallel combiner and GA replacement pass.

6.1 Choice of Tools

This work was performed with the assistance of Northern Telecom Limited (NORTEL), and thus to some extent the choice of target architectures and base compiler was dictated by their needs. NORTEL’s interest was with the Motorola 56000 family of digital signal processors, and an appropriate port of the GNU C compiler provided by Motorola called G56K.

The M56K’s architecture is very much like that described in Chapter 2.
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However, more extensive details of this processor can be found in both [m56] and [Klo86].

G56K, as supplied by Motorola, supports multiply-accumulate, or mac instructions fairly well. Furthermore, NORTEL has extended the compiler to recognize a new data type called a frac, which indicates to the compiler to use the variable as a fixed-point number. However, G56K makes very poor use of the parallel memory architecture of the M56K. All code generated by the compiler occurs serially. That is, the ability of the G56K to simultaneously operate on data in the ALU and fetch new data from memory is ignored by the compiler. Furthermore, aside from the limited access provided by the L-MEMORY model, the dual-memory architecture of the M56K is unknown to the compiler—either X-MEMORY or V-MEMORY is targeted, but never both.

6.2 M56k Assembly Syntax

The following sections introduce examples of the syntax used by the M56k's assembler, which may be unfamiliar. Instructions may have 1, 2 or 3 operands, with destination always being listed last. For example, the following is a multiply-accumulate of registers x1 and y1 into register a:

```
mac x1,y1,a
```

Memory or register moves are performed with the move instruction. For example, moving the contents of register x0 to the X-MEMORY location pointed to by register r2 would appear as:

```
move x0,x:(r2)
```

Many arithmetic operations, such as mac, can have certain data moves
performed in parallel with the ALU operation. In some cases, these instructions can take up to two parallel data moves, subject to certain register use restrictions. Here are examples of an immediate value parallel move with an addition, and the classic FIR filter multiply-accumulate with two memory fetches and auto-incrementing address registers:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{add} & \ x_0, a & \text{#10, } r1 \\
\text{mac} & \ x_0, y_0, b & x:(r0)+, x_0 & y:(r4)+, y_0
\end{align*}
\]

Further detail can be found in [m36].

6.3 Goals

The implemented changes to the G56k compiler were twofold. Foremost was the addition of a working GA driven optimizer for the compiler. At the same time the compiler was made more suitable for the M56k by better supporting its parallel dual-memory architecture. Not only would this be directly useful for Nortel regardless of the GA optimizer, but it provided a greater search space for the GA to investigate.

In both cases, the desire was to keep the changes as transparent for the programmer as possible. Thus a major consideration was to try to require no changes to existing source code in order to use either better dual-memory support or a GA optimizer.

The following two sections show specific examples of the what the two changes made to the compiler should be capable of doing.
6.3.1 Parallel Memory Architecture Usage

First consider the use of only a single memory space, and the possibility of parallel memory moves. The following C code calculates the sum of the contents of three memory locations. Also shown is the results of the original compiler, targeting X-MEMORY.

```
frac = val1ptr;
frac = val2ptr;
frac = val3ptr;
fraction total;

total = *val1ptr;
total += *val2ptr;
total += *val3ptr;

move x:(r1),a
move x:(r4),x0
add x0,a
move x:(r3),x0
add x0,a
```

The code ensuring that r1, r4, and r3 point to the appropriate memory locations, plus the placement of data there, is omitted for simplicity. While considering only a single memory space there is the possibility of moving the third `move` instruction in parallel with the preceding add as follows:

```
move x:(r1),a
move x:(r4),x0
add x0,a          x:(r3),x0
add x0,a
```

Furthermore, if the compiler were allowed to place the value pointed to by r4 into the second memory space, the first two `move` instructions could be performed in parallel:

```
move x:(r1),a       y:(r4),x0
add x0,a           x:(r3),x0
add x0,a
```

Such use of the parallel architecture of the M56K is achieved by adding
a new parallel combine pass to the G56x compiler. This pass is detailed in Section 6.5.

6.3.2 GA Driven Optimization

By breaking the problem of optimization into distinct steps, each on its own is simple enough to be dealt with well. However, one stage of optimization can conflict with another. For example, consider the following series of M56K instructions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{move} & \ #1,\ x0 \\
\text{add} & \ x0,\ a \\
\text{move} & \ x:(r0),\ x1
\end{align*}
\]

Strength reduction, and knowledge of the M56K's instruction set, suggest that the first two instructions should be combined in a single \textit{inc} instruction. On the other hand, a \textit{move} can be performed in parallel with an \textit{add} (but not an \textit{inc}). Thus these three instruction are equivalent to both of the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{inc} & \ a \\
\text{move} & \ x:(r0),\ x1 \\
\text{move} & \ #1,\ x0 \\
\text{add} & \ x0,\ a \\
\text{x} & : (r0),\ x1
\end{align*}
\]

It might appear at first that the increment version, as it requires neither the use of register \textit{x0} nor the encoding of an immediate value of 1, is the better choice. But this is not always the case. For example, if later code requires the constant value 1 and will generate it in a register anyway, the second version could produce shorter code:
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```
inc a                   move $1,x0
move x:(r0),x1         add x0,a     x:(r0),x1
:                      :
move $1,x0             ;; use value 1 in x0
;; use value 1 in x0

Register assignment is another area which can develop such conflicts. Consider the following set of instructions:

mac x0,y0,a
move x:(r1),x0
move y:(r2),y0

Here the register allocator has chosen to use the address registers r1 and r2. This choice will have been based on some heuristic that minimizes the number of register conflicts. Later, when trying to make data moves in parallel, the potential exists for the three instructions to be collapsed into one mac with two parallel move’s:

mac x0,y0,a  x:(r1),x0  y:(r2),y0

This turns out to be illegal, as the M56k only allows dual memory accesses when one address register comes from the low bank (r0-r3) and the other the high bank (r4-r7). The G56k’s register allocator is not sophisticated enough to take this into account for all possible cases.¹ As with the previous conflict, the optimization that would ultimately result in better code may in some cases be the choice made by the register allocator and in others that of the parallel combiner.

¹The allocator does try to spread out address register usage by alternately choosing from each bank. This does not guarantee, however, that the choices it makes best support parallel data moves.
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Both of these examples illustrate the same problem, namely that each individual optimization pass can only to a limited extent take into account the actions of all preceding and following passes. Without such a division of concerns each pass becomes too complicated to practically implement. The GA approach is to have encoded in the chromosome the choices made at each optimization stage. Then the fitness evaluation of a chromosome take into account how good these choices were from the viewpoint of the entire optimization process. This pass is detailed in Section 6.6.

6.4 G56k C Compiler

This section gives a small amount of detail of the implementation of the G56k C compiler, ported by Motorola from GNU’s GCC (v1.37.1). Extensive implementation detail of GCC, and how ports of it are developed, can be found in [Sta92].

While a large C program in itself (about 120 000 lines) much of the implementation detail of G56k is well documented. G56k is organized into a front and back end, with communication between the two done via a LISP-like IR called RTL (Register Transfer Language). In order to promote portability, most all optimizations are done on the RTL itself. However, the distinction between optimization and back-end processing is somewhat unclear, as the optimizer is provided a great amount of knowledge about the machine architecture through the .ad file (see Section 6.4.3).
6.4.1 Important G56k Passes

After some initial work preprocessing an entire file, G56k then parses each function separately to completion before going on to the next. Thus all optimizations are done on a function basis, each function being treated with the exclusion of the others. For our purposes, the important passes made on the function under compilation are as follows:

- RTL Generation
- Jump Optimization
- Register Scan
- Common Subexpression Elimination
- Loop Optimization
- Data Flow Analysis
- Instruction Combination
- Register Allocation
- Final Assembly Output

6.4.2 Internal Representation

Internally, a function is represented as a doubly-linked chain of instructions called insns, each of which is in turn made up of RTL. An insn takes on the following form when viewed as text:

\[
\text{insn} \ (\text{insn_type})\ (\text{uid})\ (\text{prev_uid})\ (\text{next_uid})\ (\text{pattern})\ \\
\text{insn} \ (\text{insn_code})\ (\text{log_links})\ (\text{reg_notes})
\]
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The meaning of the fields are as follows:

insn_type  The type of insn (e.g. "insn", "jump_insn", "code_label").
uid  Unique id number of this insn.
prev_uid  The uid of the previous insn in the chain.
next_uid  The uid of the next insn in the chain.
pattern  The RTL code that represents the action of this insn.
insn_code  Code number of this insn in the .md file (see Section 6.4.3 below).
log_links  Logical links to other insns (its use is discussed more fully in Section 6.6.3).
reg_notes  Interesting notes about this insn.

As an example, the following is an insn with uid 21 that assigns the constant value of 1 to register 29. It has not been found in the .md file as of yet, and has no logical links to subsequent insns. It is also to be considered equivalent to the constant value of 1.

(insn 21 19 22 (set (reg:SI 29) (const_int 1))
   -1 (nil) (expr_list:REG_EQUIV (const_int 1) (nil)))

6.4.3 Machine Description (.md) File

The machine description file (or .md file) provides the mechanism to map insns into actual machine instructions supported by the target architecture. The RTL pass changes the tree structure generated by the parser into a set of "named" insn patterns that must appear in the .md file of all target machines.
Such named patterns provide mechanisms for register and memory moves, basic arithmetic, and control flow instructions for all supported data types.

For example, the following is the description of the 2 operand single integer negation insn targeted for the M56K:

```
( define_insn "negsi2"
  [( set ( match_operand:SI 0 "register_operand" "=0" )
          ( neg:SI ( match_operand:SI 1 "register_operand" "0" ))) ]
  "neg %0 "")
```

The part surrounded by "[" and "]" characters is called the pattern of the insn. The insn must match this pattern in order to be a valid negsi2 instruction. The `match_operand` construct is a place-holder that describes to the compiler the type of operand that can take this place in the pattern. For example, both operands in the negsi2 pattern must be single integer (SI) registers (not memory locations).

The `"neg %0 "` string is called a template and tells the compiler exactly what to output into the assembly file for any insn matching this pattern. In this case, it consists of the string `"neg"`, followed by operand 0. The `%0` is known as a directive, and tells the compiler what text to substitute into the assembly file.

In general, the pattern does not have to be a simple string but instead can be an arbitrarily complex C function that returns the template string. This allows for a single insn to have multiple template possibilities. The choice of pattern is dictated by the C code, and typically depends upon the actual values of the operands in the insn.
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The code number of an insn indicates to the compiler which entry in the .md file it has been matched to. Not all .md entries are named. The ones that are form a complete enough internal representation so that the RTL generation pass is able to make the initial translation from high-level language to RTL. However, unnamed entries, which better support the target architecture, are also allowed. The combine pass of the compiler is responsible for fitting the best choice of patterns from the .md file to the chain of insns generated by the RTL pass.

For complete detail about the format of entries in the .md file it is necessary to consult the source code of GNU CC. For this discussion it is enough to know the purpose of both the pattern and the template.

6.4.4 N-Register Tracking

One “simplification” made in the G56K compiler is the lack of proper tracking of the N-REGs of the M56K. The architecture is such that offset register ax can only be used with address register bx. Thus the decision of which R-REG is used dictates which N-REG must be used with it.

The approach taken is as follows. Firstly, N-REGs are ignored throughout the entire compiler, until the final insn scan that generates the actual output assembly file. During the final scan, as they are scanned sequentially, an insn whose template will use an N-REG consults a table to see what value is presently in it. If the value is correct for the operands of the insn then a template is chosen that simply uses the N-REG. Otherwise, a template that first loads the correct value is chosen, and the table is updated to reflect this new value. The effects of this approach are twofold:
1. N-REG usage information only exists within the templates of an insn.

2. This information is not valid until final insn scanning is being performed and the specific template for an insn is selected.

The parallel combine pass needs complete information on N-REG usage throughout the entire program before it can run, as it must ensure that any code rearranging it performs is legal. For example, a move instruction that involves an N-REG offset cannot be moved earlier in the code than when the N-REG in question is set to the correct value.

In order to support the new parallel combine pass, more N-REG usage information is needed than originally supplied in the compiler. To collect it, the insn chain is prescanned before the parallel combine pass, which finalizes all template choices for each insn. At the same time information on when there is a read from or write to an N-REG is collected, to be used later, along with all other data-flow information, by the parallel combiner.

6.5 Parallel Combine Pass

The new parallel combine pass is responsible for introducing parallelism into the output code. Whether targeting a single memory space or both X-MEMORY and Y-MEMORY, the issue of parallel execution is only considered after other optimization passes are complete. This way other passes do not need to be changed to account for the parallelism, nor need to be aware of the dual-memory architecture.

The parallel combine pass is enabled by passing the -mparallel=combine switch to the G56k program. Dual memory support is enabled with the
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--md-memory switch. In total it represents an addition of approximately 1700 lines of code to the original compiler.

6.5.1 New x-memory Keyword

As a stepping stone to automatic memory partitioning by the compiler itself, a new keyword, x-memory, was added to the C compiler. This choice for a keyword is really a misnomer, as it indicates to the parallel combine pass that the variable is to be placed in the alternate memory space to that being targeted, and not necessarily X-MEMORY.\footnote{The keyword x-memory was used only as a matter of convenience as Motorola had actually added it to the parser already, although it was not used to implement anything.} One complication of this is that memory pointers have to be flagged as to which memory space they refer to, and this information propagated through the insn code as they are used.

As discussed earlier, this sort of language extension is problematic as the programmer must now make a major performance-affecting decision, that of memory partitioning, by hand. As will be seen, though, partitioning will be performed automatically by the compiler once a GA is involved in the optimization process.

6.5.2 Machine Description Modifications

Each insn in the .md file is given one of the following designations via the machine specific field:

NO_PAR No parallelization is possible with this insn

PAR_ALU Insn template contains a parallel ALU instruction
PAR_MOVE Insns template may contain a parallel memory move instruction.

To support parallel moves, new XP and XQ directives are defined for insn templates. The templates of a PAR_ALU insn have a XP directive in them to indicate exactly where the PAR_MOVE template is to be joined in order to form the parallel move assembly instruction. For example, the addsi3 insn, a three-operand single-integer addition, could appear as follows:3

```c
( define_insn "addsi3"
  [( set ( match_operand:SI 0 "register_operand" "" )
   ( plus:SI ( match_operand:SI 1 "register_operand" "" )
   ( match_operand:SI 2 "register_operand" "" )))]

  { if ( REGNO ( operands[2] ) == REGNO ( operands[0] ) )
    { return "as1 %0 %p"; }
  else
    { return "add %2,%0 %p"; }
  }" "PAR_ALU" )
```

Similarly, all appropriate templates of a PAR_MOVE insn have a XQ directive to indicate the joining point. By finding a legal match of a PAR_A"" and one or two PARMOVE of insns, and using these new directives, an appropriate string can be formed for the assembly file that performs all appropriate operations in parallel.

---

3The actual addsi3 insn for the M66c is much more complicated, but for simplicity much of the irrelevant detail is omitted here.
6.5.3 PAR\_MOVE/PAR\_ALU Matching

A simple greedy algorithm is used to find matching PAR\_MOVES for a PAR\_ALU insn. The insn chain is scanned from the head, and when a PAR\_ALU insn is found it is matched with the farthest forward PAR\_MOVE possible, subject to the following:

1. The two insns are in the same basic block.
2. The template of the PAR\_MOVE must be verified to have a %G directive in it.
3. The PAR\_MOVE has not been placed in parallel with another PAR\_ALU.
4. Moving the PAR\_MOVE does not break any data flow restrictions.
5. If dual-memory support is enabled, and this is the second PAR\_MOVE to be put in parallel with the PAR\_ALU, then the two PAR\_MOVES must be compatible (e.g., they must abide by the R-REG bank restrictions as described in Section 6.3.2, and many other restrictions dictated by the M50x).

6.6 GA Passes

The new GA passes replace a number of existing optimizing passes, yet provide the same types of transformations. Some of the original code is reused, but the GA provides overall control. In total, additions to the compiler to support the GA passes amounted to approximately 3500 lines of code.
6.6.1 Appropriate Passes For GA Control

In order for there to be an advantage in using the GA as opposed to the original pass, there must be some potential advantage of exploration of ordering within the pass itself, plus the possibility of tradeoffs between one pass and another. The following areas were identified as appropriate for GA control:

Insn Combination

Insn combination removes redundant loads, stores, and register to register moves that are generated as a result of a simple translation of the C code to RTL. However, it also provides for algebraic simplification, strength reduction, and exploitation of machine idioms. The original combine pass searches through the insn chain from the beginning, exhaustively trying to combine each insn with all following insns with which it shares some common element. The .nd file describes those combinations that are legal for the target machine.

In some respects, the combine pass performs as a simple scheduler, because it tends to reorder and group insns in the insn chain. But it does not explore the benefits of different schedules. For example, given the first example of Section 6.3.2, it might always elect to combine the move and add into an inc, as most often this will prove the best optimization. By having a GA dictate which groups of insns to combine, better exploration should be possible.

GA controlled combination is enabled by passing the -muse-ga-combine switch to G56k.
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Register Allocation

Register allocation is most commonly performed by a graph colouring algorithm, and produces good results. However, such an approach cannot practically take into account all the effects its choices have on other optimization passes, such as shown in the second example in Section 6.3.2. By using a GA to consider multiple passes, including register allocation, such exploration can be done without building more knowledge into the allocator itself.

GA controlled register allocation is enabled by passing the -muse=ga-alloc switch to G56K.

Memory Partitioning

Strictly speaking, memory partitioning is not a separate pass. The use of the x-memory extension keyword allows the programmer to manually place variables into either X-MEMORY or Y-MEMORY as desired, and this is taken into account during the new parallel combine pass. It is a simple matter, then, once a GA is involved in the compilation, to have it make this decision for the programmer automatically.

GA controlled memory partitioning is enabled by passing the -muse=ga-dual-nem switch to G56K.

6.6.2 Basic GA Choices

The code used for the GA engine was a simple modification of SGA-C, a C implementation of the genetic algorithm described in [Gol89], originally writ-
ten in Pascal. SGA-C allows for simple parameter changes (population size, crossover and mutation probabilities, etc.), and selection method changes.

This implementation used a SUS sampling scheme based on that developed for [Mar85]. As all encodings (see Section 6.6.3) involve entire bytes, crossover was restricted to byte boundaries. Furthermore, mutation was also performed on a byte basis, not bit. The single-point crossover scheme was also changed to a two-point mechanism. These changes were all suggested from either GA theory or early experimentation.

6.6.3 Encoding

A chromosome is broken into three separate pieces, one for each of the combiner, allocator and partitioner. The encoding and decoding of each part is independent on the others.

Combiner

For each insn in the function being compiled, four groups of three bytes (called a “chunk”) are used to encode how it is to be combined with its neighbours. The first two bits of the first byte in each chunk tells the optimizer the combine_type for this insn, these being:

- NO_COMBINE Don’t try to combine this insn
- DOUBLE_COMBINE Try to combine this insn with one following insn
- TRIPLE_COMBINE Try to combine this insn with two following insns

Each insn contains a linked list of pointers (called LOG_LINKS) to subsequent target insns in the same basic block that use at least one of the same
operands as it does. \texttt{LOG\_LINKS} is ordered starting from the nearest target insn to the furthest. The original combiner uses the \texttt{LOG\_LINKS} information to exhaustively try to combine each insn with its neighbours. Due to the ordering of \texttt{LOG\_LINKS}, the order of combine attempts is always fixed. The GA breaks this ordering by using the second (in the case of a \texttt{DOUBLE\_COMBINE}) and third (in the case of a \texttt{TRIPLE\_COMBINE}) bytes to pick insns from the \texttt{LOG\_LINKS} list. Each of these two bytes is interpreted as a fractional value between 0 and 1, and is scaled to an integer value from 1 to the length of \texttt{LOG\_LINKS}. A combine is then attempted with one or both of these and the original insn.

Each attempt at a combine may fail if there is no legal way to do so (as determined by the .nd file). However, there are 4 chunks encoded per insn, which allows for multiple combine attempts to be made.

\textbf{Allocator}

G56xK assumes an infinite number of "pseudo-registers" when generating its RTL. The problem of register allocation then becomes a matter of mapping these pseudos to real registers. The original G56xK approach was to consider local allocation first (pseudos whose lifespans do not exist over multiple basic blocks) followed by global allocation (pseudos whose lifespans do exist over multiple basic blocks), each using a graph colouring approach. Any pseudos that could not be mapped to a real register without some conflict are left unmapped, and a subsequent reload pass performs the necessary memory spilling to relieve the conflicts.

The GA allocator considers local and global allocation together. One
byte is generated in the chromosome for each pseudo register in the function being compiled. The value in this byte determines which real register the pseudo will be assigned to. If this register is inappropriate (of the wrong type or is already in use during the pseudo’s lifetime) then the pseudo is left unmapped and the reloader handles it afterwards as in the original allocator.

Partitioner

To allow for the GA to control data partitioning, one byte is generated in the chromosome for each variable local to the function. A single bit of this byte is used to make the choice of between X-MEMORY or Y-MEMORY, and this reflected in the data structure describing that variable to other passes.

6.6.4 Fitness Evaluation

In order to evaluate the fitness of an individual’s encoding, that encoding must be applied to the function being compiled. Doing so changes the existing insu chain and other data held in the compiler that represents the function being compiled. As the GA will have to evaluate the fitness of many individuals, the original data must somehow be preserved.

Due to the extremely complicated nature of these data structures, it was found that the easiest way to do the duplication of data was to fork the compiler to have two separate processes running. The child process performs the compilation and evaluates the fitness of the resulting function, and returns that value to the parent via shared memory. The drawback of this approach is that for every individual in a population a system call to fork() is needed,
which is computationally expensive.\(^4\)

The child process, with its own copy of the insn chain, decodes the chromosome and applies the appropriate transformations to the insn chain. Furthermore, all other non-GA controlled optimization passes (such as jump optimization, and the new parallel combiner) were applied to the function before the fitness of the chromosome was determined. This way the chromosome's fitness reflects how well the insn combines, register allocations, and memory partition choices worked with other optimization passes.

Calculating Fitness FromInsn Cost

No attempt was made to consider memory usage in the fitness evaluation. Rather, the fitness value was based only upon a simple measure of performance related to the length of the code resulting from compilation. Considering the IR of the insn chain only, and not the resulting object code, function performance should be inversely proportional to the number of insss remaining after optimization. Good insn combination tends to eliminate redundant inssns from the chain, whereas poor register allocation tends to add extra inssns to represent the loads and stores of memory spills.

Following this analysis, the cost of the entire insn function was determined by summing the cost of each insn. An insn's cost is determined by the number of machine instructions it produces. For example, the template of the iorsi3 insn (3 operand single-integer inclusive OR) contains 2 M56k instructions, whereas the iordi3 (3 operand double-integer inclusive OR) template

\(^4\)A better implementation could actually use this sort of approach to its advantage to have fitness evaluation performed by multiple processes at once on multiple workstations, with the original parent acting only to organize the work and collect the results.
generates 7, and their costs would be assigned as 2 and 7 respectively. The cost is not determined until the exact template string for an insn is chosen, as insns can have different template patterns for different data (and hence different costs).

The actual fitness value of an individual was determined by:

\[ fitness = \frac{1}{insn \ cost + 1} \]  

(6.1)

Thus the higher the fitness value the better the individual.

Fitness Ranking

Ultimately, it was determined that some sort of fitness ranking scheme was required in order to prevent premature convergence from occurring. After some initial experimentation, the following was found to produce good results over a variety of DSP functions. Population sizes of 200 were used for all GA experiments, with the top 40 given a ranked fitness value of 200 down to 161. All other individuals were given the ranked fitness value of 160.

Branches and Loops

The simple assigning of weighted costs to each insn for an overall cost does not take into account of the effects of conditional branches in the code. Branches that are taken more often are better choices for optimization. This could be reflected in an individual's fitness evaluation by a greater weighting of the insns along the more frequently taken paths.

In general this behavior cannot be predicted by the compiler as it is data
dependent. One solution would be to have the programmer provide compiler
directives to indicate relative branching probabilities given their knowledge
of the program’s intended behavior. This was not implemented, as it would
have meant, in effect, extending the C language.

Looping suffers from similar unpredictable behavior. However, just the
presence of a loop indicates an area that, relative to the immediately adjacent
code, has at least the potential for more frequent usage. Thus it makes sense
to weight the cost of insns inside of loops more heavily that the surrounding
code. This could be implemented by scaling the cost of insns inside of loops
by their loop depth. However, this remains unimplemented.
Chapter 7

Testing and Results

This chapter describes the testing of the performance of the new compiler. The first section deals strictly with the new parallel combiner. Next memory partitioning is considered, using both the new X.memory keyword and also the GA. Finally the GA combiner and allocator are tested individually, and together, on a series of six common DSP algorithms.

7.1 Parallel Combine Test

The first addition to G56x that was tested here was the parallel combiner, without trying to take advantage of the dual memory architecture of the M56k. Two sample DSP algorithms are presented, a windowing function and a simple portion of a FIR filter.
7.1.1 Simple Windowing Function

The following window1() function could be used to implement any windowing algorithm when initialized with the proper coefficients. It is intended to show how the parallel combiner can make a significant performance improvement in a tight loop situation. window1() uses array subscripting for all its memory accesses, whereas later implementations will use pointers for more efficient data access.

/**
   window1() takes a pointer to an array of fracs of size ARRAY_SIZE.

   If " reset" is non-zero, it uses these values to initialize its static "coeff" array for future use.

   If "reset" is zero, each value in the given array is scaled by the corresponding value stored in the "coeff" array.
*/

void window1( frac* in, int reset )
{
  int i;
  static frac coeff[ARRAY_SIZE];

  if( reset )
  {
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
      coeff[i] = in[i];
  }
  else
  {
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
    {
in[i] == coeff[i];
}
}

Assuming that ARRAY_SIZE is large, it is really the performance of the second for loop that is most important to optimize. The original compiler generates the following four instructions to form this second loop (ARRAY_SIZE is 1024):

do #1024,L13

   move y:-(r1)+,x0
   move y:-(r2)+,y0
   npyr y0,x0,a
   move a1,y:-(r4)+
L13

The parallel combiner can do no better with the C code structured as it is. However, the presence of the npyr (multiply with round), which can take parallel moves, suggests that an improvement is possible. In order to force a situation where the the npyr has an independent move that can be performed in parallel, the function was rewritten as window2():

/*
   window2() is as window1(), but tries to preload array values to
   allow for parallel move possibilities in the loops.
*/

void
window2( frac* in, int reset )
{
   int i;
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```c
static frac coeff[ARRAY_SIZE];
frac* coeff_ptr = coeff;
frac tmp_frac;

if( reset )
{
    tmp_frac = *in++;
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
    {
        *coeff_ptr++ = tmp_frac;
        tmp_frac = *in++;
    }
}
else
{
    tmp_frac = *coeff_ptr++;
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
    {
        *in++ = tmp_frac;
        tmp_frac = *coeff_ptr++;
    }
}
```

The resulting assembly code for the second for loop is as follows:

```
do   #1024,L13
L11
    move y:(r1),x0
    mpyr x0,x1,a       y:(r4)+,x1
    move a1,y:(r1)+
L13
```

Thus with a careful rearrangement of the C code and the parallel combiner, a 33% increase in the performance of this loop was obtained.
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7.1.2 Simple Filtering Function

This second example to demonstrate the parallel combiner is a single stage of a FIR filter. While such an implementation by itself is not very useful, it is a demonstration of the effect of the parallel combiner with the important mac instruction.

/*
 filter1() takes a pointer to an array of fracs of size ARRAY_SIZE.

 If "reset" is non-zero, it uses these values to initialize its static "coeff" array for future use.

 If "reset" is zero, the sum of the product of corresponding values of the "in" and "coeff" arrays is calculated and returned to the caller.
 */

frac
filter1( frac* in, int reset )
{
    int i;
    static frac coeff[ARRAY_SIZE];

    if( reset )
    {
        for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
        {
            coeff[i] = in[i];
        }
        return 0;
    }
    else
    {
        frac acc = 0;
        for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
        {
          acc *= coeff[i] * in[i];
        }
        //...
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    acc = in[i] * coeff[i];
    }
    return acc;
}

As before, the most important part of the generated assembly code is the implementation of the second loop:

do #1024,L13
L11
move y:(r1)+,x0
move y:(r4)+,y0
macr +x0,y0,a
L13

The parallel combiner is no better here than it was with the original code for window1(), due to the fact that there are no memory moves available following the macr (multiply-accumulate with round) instruction. But similar restructuring of the C code to produce filter2(), yields an improvement:

/*
   filter2() is as filter1(), but tries to preload array values to allow for parallel move possibilities in the loops.
*/

frac
filter2( frac= in, int reset )
{
    int i;
    static frac coeff[ARRAY_SIZE];
    frac* coeff_ptr = coeff;
    frac tmp_frac1, tmp_frac2;
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if (reset)
{
    tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    for (i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
    {
        *coeff_ptr++ = tmp_frac1;
        tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    }
    return 0;
}
else
{
    frac acc = 0;
    tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    tmp_frac2 = *coeff_ptr++;
    for (i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
    {
        acc += tmp_frac1 * tmp_frac2;
        tmp_frac1 = *in++;
        tmp_frac2 = *coeff_ptr++;
    }
    return acc;
}

The resulting loop generated by the compiler is shorter by one instruction, a 50% improvement in its performance:

    do       #1024, L13
L1
    macr   +x0,y0,a     y:(x4)+,y0
    move   y:(r1)+,x0
    
L13
7.2 Dual Memory Space Test

While the preceding examples did demonstrate parallel data moves, neither took advantage of the dual memory of the M56k. In the filtering example, further improvement is possible if the coefficient array is stored in the second memory space. This can be accomplished with manual programmer intervention by use of the added \texttt{x.memory} keyword (shown in Section 7.2.1), or by using the GA to perform automatic data partitioning (shown in Section 7.2.2).

7.2.1 Manual Memory Partitioning

An experienced DSP programmer may be familiar enough with the nature of how their program uses data to be able to make intelligent choices for the compiler when it comes to data partitioning. For instance, in the filtering example, it is clear that if the coefficient array is stored in an alternate memory space, parallel memory fetches should be possible. The function \texttt{filter3()} introduces the \texttt{x.memory} keyword as a modifier for the \texttt{coeff} array declaration:

\begin{verbatim}
/*
  filter3() is identical to filter2(), but with the "coeff" array placed into the alternate memory space.
*/

frac
filter3( frac in, int reset )
{
  int i;
  x.memory static frac coeff[ARRAY_SIZE];
  frac* coeff_ptr = coeff;
  frac tmp_frac1, tmp_frac2;
\end{verbatim}
if( reset )
{
    tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
    {
        *coeff_ptr++ = tmp_frac1;
        tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    }
    return 0;
}
else
{
    frac acc = 0;
    tmp_frac1 = *in++;
    tmp_frac2 = *coeff_ptr++;
    for( i=0; i<ARRAY_SIZE; i++ )
    {
        acc =* tmp_frac1 = tmp_frac2;
        tmp_frac1 = *in++;
        tmp_frac2 = *coeff_ptr++;
    }
    return acc;
}

The resulting multiply-accumulate loop is reduced to a single instruction, and improvement of 300% when compared to the original filter1().

example:

\begin{verbatim}
   do #1024,L13
L11  macr +x0,y0,a x:(r4)+,y0 y:(r1)+,x0
L13
\end{verbatim}
7.2.2 Automatic Memory Partitioning

Because G36k's optimizer works on a function-by-function basis, it can only make memory space choices for variables that are local to the function under compilation. Notice that the implementations of both the windowing and filter functions use a static local variable for the coefficient array. It may be more common practice with C programmers to declare the coefficient array outside of the function, which would prove far less awkward as other functions can then have access to it for their own reasons (e.g. for initialization). However, both functions were written with automatic memory partitioning in mind, and thus use a local static data array for storage.

For the simple filter2() function, a trivially short GA run is needed in order to produce the same results as the filter3() code, with its manual placement of the coeff array into the alternate memory space. What is more interesting is the possibility of using the GA to perform other optimizations at the same time. Testing of the GA combiner and allocator are treated in the following section.

7.3 GA Combiner and Allocator Testing

The preceding example DSP algorithms are somewhat limited in their complexity and real usefulness. Furthermore, they had to be "tweaked" in order to get the best performance out of the parallel combiner. This section, which shows results when using the GA optimizer for instruction combination and register allocation, uses six more complicated and complete C algorithms to test the GA combiner and allocator described in Chapter 6. These algorithms
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are as follows:

fir.c Full FIR filter implementation with scaling factor, modified to operate on G56k's fractional data type.

iir.c Sample-by-sample IIR filter implemented by cascaded direct form II second order sections, modified to operate on G56k’s fractional data type. Samples are stored in a history array for future filter processing.

dft.c Straightforward DFT implementation, with complex numbers modified to be represented by a pair of G56k’s fractional data type.

fft.c In-place radix 2 decimation in time FFT, modified to operate on G56k’s fractional data type.

minv.c Matrix inversion with Gauss-Jordan elimination, supporting int, float, and double matrices of arbitrary size.

mmdet.c Matrix determinant calculation, supporting int, float, and double matrices of arbitrary size.

The code for each of these algorithms can be found in Appendix A. The intent was to test the GA optimizer on some real code examples to compare its performance to the performance of the original compiler.

The following three sections test the GA driven combiner by itself (with the original allocator), the GA allocator by itself (with the original combiner), and then the combination of the two together, in all cases with the parallel combiner turned on. The resulting assembly code is compared to that of the original compiler with the parallel combiner turned on.
7.3.1 GA Combiner Results

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the number of instructions produced by the original compiler and the compiler with the GA driven combiner replacing the normal combine pass of the optimizer. In all cases there is a reduction in total number of instructions, ranging from under 1% for the matrix functions to just over 5% for the iir filter.

These results suggest that, as discussed in Section 6.6, the original compiler limited itself by only allowing exploration of insn combines in a particular order. As it stands, this new combiner does not have any patterns available to it that the original combiner lacks, but merely does matching in a different order. Further improvement may be possible by augmenting the .md file with patterns which were never considered for the original combiner because they would never be used.

Following is an example from iir.c of a typical combiner improvement. The original combiner is set up to favour the sac instruction in all cases, and introduces it whenever possible. This results in the following code generated by the original compiler plus parallel combiner during iir.c:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Original Size</th>
<th>New Size</th>
<th>New Size as % of Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fir.c</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>98.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iir.c</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft.c</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mde.c</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minv.c</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[ tfr \ b, a \]
\[ mac \ x1, y0, a \ x0, y: (r2) * \]
\[ move \ y: (r1) *, y0 \]
\[ tfr \ a, b \]

Two transfer register (tfr) instructions are needed in order to set up the mac, and to get the result into the proper register. In this case the accumulation is used to perform subtraction, not addition (note the minus sign). However, if a straightforward mpy and sub were used instead, the following code, as generated by the GA combiner, is possible:

\[ mpy \ y0, x1, a \ x0, y: (r2) * \]
\[ sub \ a, b \ y: (r1) *, y0 \]

No \( tfr \) instructions are needed, and as an added bonus the additional sub instruction can take a parallel data move that before was performed serially. The original combiner will never produce such code as it always tries to generate mac instructions. While this preference normally yields better results, there are always exceptions similar to this one.

7.3.2 GA Allocator Results

Table 7.2 gives results of using the GA allocator as a replacement for the local-alloc and global-alloc passes of the original compiler. Unlike the GA combiner, the GA allocator seems to cause a degradation of performance in almost every case, nearly as high as 20% for dft.c.

The reason for this poor performance is the use of the existing reload pass of the original compiler. The \texttt{reload()} function, which is responsible
for satisfying the requirements of any unsuccessfully allocated registers, is
called by the GA combiner to clean up any problems. `reload()` prefers a
certain set of the M56K's registers as reload registers, into which it attempts
to put all pseudo registers that the register allocator could not pair with an
available real register. Should these reload registers already be in use, their
contents must be spilled. In effect, then, the allocator and reloader compete
for registers.

The original allocator is synchronized with the reloader in that it prefer-
cences all registers not designated as reload registers. This tends to reduce any
conflicts between the two passes. However, the GA allocator has no knowl-
deige of reload registers, and treats all equally. The result can be that when
calling upon the reloader to fix up any missing allocations, work that the GA
allocator has performed gets undone, and excessive memory spills result.

### 7.3.3 Overall GA Results

The testing results shown in Table 7.3 include both the GA combiner
and allocator working together. Not surprisingly, given the poor performance
of the GA allocator, the overall results are poor in comparison to those of
the original compiler. In all cases the results are poorer than with just the
GA allocator alone, suggesting that the poor register allocation removes the
possibility of the improved GA combiner having any beneficial effect.

Comparing Table 7.2 with Table 7.3, the degradation of the optimizer
appear to be greater with the larger functions (fft.c, ndet.c, and minv.c).
This is probably due to the relative length of the parts of the chromosome used
to encode combine and allocation information. The longer the function being
compiled, the longer the chromosome needs to be in order to encode insn
combine information. However, the allocator component remains the same
length, as it only depends on the number of registers in the target architecture
(which remains the same regardless). Thus the larger the function, the more
the combine encodings begin to dominate the chromosome. This causes the
struggling GA allocator to suffer even more, as most selection pressure comes
from improving insn combination, not register allocation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Original Size</th>
<th>New Size</th>
<th>New Size as % of Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fir.c</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>108.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iir.c</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>116.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dft.c</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>111.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft.c</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>100.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndet.c</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>106.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minv.c</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>108.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Overall GA Results
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Conclusions and Further Work

This chapter summarizes the work performed, presents conclusions, and provides some suggestions for future research. A discussion of the limitations of this approach to compiler optimization is also included.

8.1 Thesis Contributions

In order to examine the possibility of using a genetic algorithm as the optimization mechanism in a DSP compiler, several changes were made to an existing C compiler, G56k targeted for the M56k. To make G56k a more practical high-level language for programming of DSP, support for parallel memory moves were introduced into the compiler. A genetic algorithm, used to control several optimization passes, was also added. The specific contributions are as follows:
8.1.1 Parallel Memory Moves

The original compiler ignored the major ability of the M56k to perform data moves in parallel with arithmetic optimizations. Not taking advantage of this feature means that the compiler makes very inefficient use of the M56k's hardware, and limits its use in implementing any significant real-time DSP algorithm. A new parallel combine optimization pass was introduced which rearranges the object code such that, when possible, data move instruction are combined in parallel with arithmetic instructions to reduce overall execution time.

8.1.2 Manual Memory Partitioning

The architecture of the M56k includes dual memory spaces that can be accessed simultaneously. However, the original compiler only uses both memory spaces for simple stack manipulations. To offset the limited ability of the original compiler to deal with multiple memory spaces, the _x.memory_ keyword was added to the syntax of the compiler to allow the programmer to manually designate that variables are to be placed into either X-MEMORY or Y-MEMORY. This, along with the parallel combiner, was shown (see Section 7.2.1) to provide the potential for great performance gains (300%) in common tight-loop situations.

8.1.3 GA Instruction Combiner

The original combine pass of the compiler, which is responsible for reducing the number of instructions required to implement a function by combining
multiple instructions into a single instruction, was replaced with a new combiner driven by a genetic algorithm. The original technique could only attempt to combine instructions in a particular order, and always preferred certain patterns over others when matching.

However, the best ordering and set of patterns changes from function to function, and is difficult to predict beforehand. By using a genetic algorithm to evolve good combine attempts, a consistent improvement in the combine pass was demonstrated [see Section 7.3.1] over a variety of stock DSP algorithms, in some cases resulting in more than a 5% reduction in required code length.

8.1.4 GA Register Allocator

Using the same genetic algorithm routines developed for the combiner, a GA based register allocator was added to the compiler to replace the separate local and global allocation passes. When tested on the same DSP algorithms as the combiner, mixed results were found (see Section 7.3.2). For one algorithm, a 2.4% decrease in code length was obtained. This improvement was the exception, however, and compilation of all other algorithms with the GA allocator resulted in worse than original results, with as high as a 19.1% increase in code length.

The problem with the allocator was identified to be a conflict with a subsequent compiler pass. Further investigation would be needed to correct the problem.
8.1.5 GA Memory Space Partitioner

Using the same genetic algorithm routines developed for the combiner, a GA based memory space partitioner was developed to automatically choose either the X-MEMORY or Y-MEMORY space for variables. This relieves the programmer of having to use the x.memory keyword extension to take full advantage of the dual memory of the M56K. As G56K has a function-oriented optimizer, automatic memory space partitioning is limited to variables whose scope does not extend beyond an individual function.

8.2 Thesis Limitations

Adapting the C language to use dual memory spaces, and the use of a genetic algorithm as a compiler's optimizer, proves to introduce certain unique problems, described in the following sections.

8.2.1 Computational Expense

One practical consideration when building a compiler is the time taken for it to generate usable object code. Conventional compiler wisdom says that the rate of compilation should be in the order of thousands of lines per minute.

Genetic algorithms, by their nature, tend to be computationally very expensive. The objective function, and sometimes encoding and decoding processes, tend to be complex operations, and need to be repeated many times over. The particular implementation described here uses an expensive fork() system call in the objective function as a means to duplicate the internal representation of the function being compiled. This makes the performance
of the GA very poor. Compilation of functions mere hundreds of lines long
took several hours to complete.

Obviously such a compilation rate is unacceptable when developing and
testing software. However, if the optimization benefits of the genetic algorithm
are considered worthwhile, then using the improved optimizer a single time
for an entire project, once the code for that project has been finalized, should
be acceptable.

8.2.2 Reproducibility and Randomness

A genetic algorithm is a process driven by random numbers. While successive
compilations of the same code will be identical so long as the random number
generator seeds are kept the same, any code change at all may completely
alter the types of optimizations performed, regardless of consistent seeding.

This becomes an issue when considering program maintenance, as a
simple code change in a function will potentially cause the optimization
choices for that entire function to be made differently. Applying a patch
to existing software is then complicated, as the entire function may need to
be replaced. This could cause problems due to lack, or rearrangement, of
existing memory space.

8.2.3 Overlapping Memory Addresses

The organization of the second memory space has not yet been discussed. In
this implementation, while separate memory space addressing is generated
properly by the compiler (the x: or y: before an direct or indirect memory
access), the compiler does not reuse any address ranges. Thus if one address range is used in X-MEMORY it will be skipped in Y-MEMORY, and vice-versa.

8.3 Appropriateness of the GNU Compiler

Ultimately the G56K compiler did not prove to provide a convenient environment in which to explore the use of GAs in DSP. The original GNU compiler, of which G56K is a port, was written with the intent that it be appropriate for machine architectures the GNU system is to run on. Generally, this means 32-bit single memory space architectures with many general purpose registers. Clearly this is not typical of a DSP, including the M56K.

Most notably, the GNU compiler was set up assuming that the target machine has a memory indirect with immediate offset addressing mode. All accesses to stack variables are generated with a single frame-pointer register and multiple offsets. But the M56K does not allow for immediate offsets, rather it requires that offset values be loaded into an N-REG first. This causes the frame-pointer address register (x0), and its sole offset register (a0), to be overused while other registers are still available.

Hampering this further is the fact that the use of N-REGs is not tracked fully. Not doing so was an unfortunate decision on the part of the original implementors of G56K. This restricts the effectiveness of the any register allocator, whether controlled by a genetic algorithm or not. Also, much time and effort had to go into making up for this missing information when it came to the new parallel combiner.
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8.4 Final Conclusions

In general, the reduction in code size provided by using a genetic algorithm in the compiler was not spectacular, especially considering the increase in compilation time. On the other hand, when considering only the results of the GA combiner, there would appear to be value in the adaptive way in which the GA was able to best match the M56k's machine instruction set to the intermediate representation of the compiler.

We feel that this is due to the ability of the genetic algorithm to explore trade-offs, both inside this particular optimization pass, and also between it and other passes, in a way that the original combine pass was not able. It is our contention that this validates the idea that a more global view of the optimization process in a DSP compiler is worthwhile, and can be provided by a genetic algorithm. A better implementation of the GA register allocator would only further the GA's ability to view optimization from this more global perspective, and allow for very significant optimization improvements.

The introduction of the parallel combiner into the compiler seemed to work fairly well. However, to make best use of it the programmer needs to have some feeling for the underlying architecture to ensure that data is available to be moved in parallel with an arithmetic instruction. This is non-ideal, as it means that the programmer is restricted in the way that the high-level language can efficiently express algorithms.

In conjunction with the parallel combiner, the new x_memory keyword as a mean of data partitioning is also non-ideal, as it requires an extension to the C language. This limitation goes away if the genetic algorithm is used for data partitioning. Given, though, that the second memory space is not
properly managed, its use is not really practical at this time.

8.5 Future Work

There is a great deal that could be done to continue the work presented in this thesis. One recommendation would be to speed up the rate of compilation. As mentioned, if the GA optimizer is only used once at the end of software development, then speed is not necessarily important. However, for very large programs, even one GA optimization run might prove impractical. Furthermore, this slow performance makes any new change to the GA optimizer difficult to test as results take so long to produce.

Improving on the efficiency of the objective function by removing the `fork()` call seems an obvious start. The `fork()` was only used as a convenience in order to avoid having to untangle the complicated set of linked-lists and pointer tables used to represent the IR of the function being compiled. While complex, this data could be duplicated without going to the extreme of using `fork()`. Based on profiling, and an estimate of its replacement duplication code, this would allow for a doubling of execution speed. However, for a more significant performance increase it would be worthwhile to consider executing the GA in a multi-processor environment. As each individual's fitness is independent of the others, $N$ processors can compute $N$ fitness costs simultaneously. As profiling of the compiler shows that most time is spent in the calculation of the objective function, a performance increase approaching $N$ times faster execution should be possible, so long as $N$ is large yet less than the population size (which in these experiments was 200).
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Another means of improving efficiency would be to store the best chromosome found for each function once it is compiled, so that unless a code change to that function is required it need not be re-optimized during the recompilation of a file.

The implementation of the GA driven register allocator should also be re-examined, and made to work more consistently. With a working GA allocator, more study could then be done into the exploration of tradeoffs between instruction combination and register allocation. Giving each separate optimization pass its own chromosome, instead of concatenating them together, is also suggested. By using multiple chromosomes for each individual the problem of relative lengths causing one part to overshadow the other is eliminated.

The existing objective function is extremely simple, and quite naïve in its assumption that shorter code means superior optimization. Better treatment of branches, in particular looping constructs, is needed. Furthermore, the objective function should make more realistic assumptions about the differences in access time of on-chip and off-chip memory. It would also be nice to consider aspects of execution speed and memory consumption tradeoffs.

Proper management of the second memory space, such as means to specify its size and to correct the limitations described in Section 8.2.3 are needed.

Finally the issues introduced by the genetic algorithm in maintenance and in-the-field patching need to be further thought through.
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Appendix A

Sample DSP C Code

A.1 fir.c

/etcprogram/program/program*****************************************************************/

ddper/lter/nt - Filters int data array based on passed int coefficients.

The length of the input and output arrays are equal
and are allocated by the caller.
The length of the coefficient array is passed.
An integer scale factor (passed) is used to divide the accumulation result.

void fir_filter_int(int *in,int *out,int in_len,
                    int *coef,int coef_len,int scale)

  in    frac pointer to input array
  out   frac pointer to output array
  in_len length of input and output arrays
  coef  frac pointer to coefficient array
  coef_len length of coefficient array
  scale scale factor to divide after accumulation

No return value.
void fir_filter_int(in, out, in_len, coef, coef_len, scale)
    frac *in, *out, *coef;
    int coef_len, in_len, scale;
{
    int i, j, coef_len2, acc_length;
    frac acc;
    frac *in_ptr, *data_ptr, *coef_start, *coef_ptr, *in_end;

    /* set up for coefficients */
    coef_start = coef;
    coef_len2 = (coef_len + 1)/2;

    /* set up input data pointers */
    in_end = in + in_len - 1;
    in_ptr = in + coef_len2 - 1;

    /* initial value of accumulation length for startup */
    acc_length = coef_len2;

    for(i = 0; i < in_len; i++) {

    /* set up pointer for accumulation */

    data_ptr = in_ptr;
    coef_ptr = coef_start;

    /* do accumulation and write result with scale factor */

    acc = (*coef_ptr++) = (*data_ptr--);
    for(j = 1; j < acc_length; j++)
        acc += (*coef_ptr++) = (*data_ptr--);
    *out++ = (acc/scale);

    /* check for end case */
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```c
if(in_ptr == in_end) {
    acc_length--;    /* one shorter each time */
    coef_start++;    /* next coefficient each time */
}

/* if not at end, then check for startup, add to input pointer */
else {
    if(acc_length < coef_len) acc_length++;
    in_ptr++;
}
```

A.2 iir.c

/* FILTER INFORMATION STRUCTURE FOR FILTER ROUTINES */

typedef struct {
    unsigned int length;    /* size of filter */
    frac *history;          /* pointer to history in filter */
    frac *coef;             /* pointer to coefficients of filter */
} FILTER;

/**************************************************************************/

iir_filter - Perform IIR filtering sample by sample on floats

Implements cascaded direct form II second order sections.
Requires FILTER structure for history and coefficients.
The length in the filter structure specifies the number of sections.
The size of the history array is 2*iir->length.
The size of the coefficient array is 4*iir->length + 1 because
the first coefficient is the overall scale factor for the filter.
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Returns one output sample for each input sample. Allocates history array if not previously allocated.

```c
frac iir_filter(frac input, FILTER *iir)
    frac input  /* new float input sample*/
    FILTER *iir  /* pointer to FILTER structure*/

Returns frac value giving the current output.

Allocation errors cause an error message and a call to exit.

=====================================================================
```
```
frac iir_filter(input,iir)
    frac input;  /* new input sample */
    FILTER *iir;  /* pointer to FILTER structure */
{
    int i;
    frac *hist1_ptr,*hist2_ptr,*coef_ptr;
    frac output,new_hist,history1,history2;

    /* allocate history array if different size than last call */

    if(!iir->history) {
        iir->history = (int *) calloc(2*iir->length,sizeof(frac));
        if(!iir->history) {
            exit(1);
        }
    }

    coef_ptr = iir->coef;    /* coefficient pointer */
    hist1_ptr = iir->history;  /* first history */
    hist2_ptr = hist1_ptr + 1;  /* next history */
    output = input = (*coef_ptr+);  /* overall input scale factor */
```
for(i = 0 ; i < iir->length ; i++) {
    history1 = *hist1_ptr;  
    /* history values */
    history2 = *hist2_ptr;

    output = output - history1 * (*coef_ptr++);
    new_hist = output - history2 * (*coef_ptr++);  
    /* poles */

    output = new_hist + history1 * (*coef_ptr++);
    output = output + history2 * (*coef_ptr++);  
    /* zeros */

    *hist2_ptr++ = *hist1_ptr;
    *hist1_ptr++ = new_hist;
    hist1_ptr++;
    hist2_ptr++;
}

return(output);
}

A.3 dft.c

/* COMPLEX STRUCTURE */

typedef struct {
    frac real, imag;
} COMPLEX;

//---------------------------------------------------------

dft - Discrete Fourier Transform

This function performs a straight DFT of N points on an array of complex numbers whose first member is pointed to by Datain. The output is placed in an array pointed to by Dataout.
void dft(COMPLEX *Datain, COMPLEX *Dataout, int N)

******************************************************************************

void dft(Datain, Dataout, N)
    COMPLEX *Datain, *Dataout;
    int N;
{
    int i,k,n,p;
    static int nstore = 0;    /* store N for future use */
    static COMPLEX *cf;     /* coefficient storage */
    COMPLEX *cfptr,*Dinptr;
    double arg;

    /* Create the coefficients if N has changed */
    if(N != nstore) {
        if(nstore != 0) free((char *) cf);    /* free previous */
        cf = (COMPLEX *) calloc(N, sizeof(COMPLEX));
        if (!cf) {
            exit((int)1);
        }

        arg = 8.0*atan(1.0)/N;
        for (i=0 ; i<N ; i++) {
            cf[i].real = (frac)cos(arg*i);
            cf[i].imag = -(frac)sin(arg*i);
        }
    }

    /* Perform the DFT calculation */
    for (k=0 ; k<N ; k++) {
        Dinptr = Datain;
        Dataout->real = Dinptr->real;
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Dataout->imag = Dinptr->imag;
Dinptr++;
for (n=1; n<N; n++) {

    p = (int)((long)n*k % N);
    cfptr = cf + p;        /* pointer to cf modulo N */

    Dataout->real += Dinptr->real * cfptr->real
                    - Dinptr->imag * cfptr->imag;
    Dataout->imag += Dinptr->real * cfptr->imag
                    + Dinptr->imag * cfptr->real;
    Dinptr++;
}
Dataout++;    /* next output */
}
```

A.4 fft.c

/* COMPLEX STRUCTURE */

typedef struct {
    frac real, imag;
} COMPLEX;

/******************************

fft - In-place radix 2 decimation in time FFT

Requires pointer to complex array, x and power of 2 size of FFT, m
(size of FFT = 2^m). Places FFT output on top of input COMPLEX array.

void fft(COMPLEX *x, int m)
void fft(void)
    COMPLEX *x;
    int n;
{
    static COMPLEX *w;    /* used to store the w complex array */
    static int mstore = 0;  /* stores m for future reference */
    static int n = 1;     /* length of fft stored for future */

    COMPLEX u,temp,tm;
    COMPLEX *xi,*xip,*xj,*wptr;

    int i,j,k,l,le,windex;

    double arg,u_real,u_imag,wrecu_real,wrecu_imag,wtemp_real;

    if(n != mstore) {
        /* free previously allocated storage and set new m */
        if(mstore != 0) free(w);
        mstore = n;
        if(n == 0) return;        /* if n=0 then done */

        /* n = 2**m = fft length */
        n = 1 << m;
        le = n/2;

        /* allocate the storage for w */
        w = (COMPLEX *) calloc(le-1,sizeof(COMPLEX));
        if(!w) {
            exit((int)1);
        }
}
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/* calculate the w values recursively */

arg = 4.0*atan(1.0)/le;    /* PI/le calculation */
wrecur_real = w_real = cos(arg);
wrecur_imag = w_imag = -sin(arg);
xj = w;
for (j = 1; j < le; j++) {
    xj->real = (float)wrecur_real;
    xj->imag = (float)wrecur_imag;
    xj++;
    utemp_real = wrecur_real = w_real - wrecur_imag = w_imag;
    wrecur_imag = wrecur_real = w_imag + wrecur_imag = w_real;
    wrecur_real = utemp_real;
}

/* start fft */

le = n;
windex = 1;
for (l = 0; l < n; l++) {
    le = le/2;

/* first iteration with no multiplies */

    for (i = 0; i < n; i = i + 2*le) {
        xi = x + i;
        xip = xi + le;
        temp.real = xi->real + xip->real;
        temp.imag = xi->imag + xip->imag;
        xip->real = xip->real = xip->real - xip->real;
        xip->imag = xip->imag = xip->imag = xip->imag;
        *xi = temp;
    }

/* remaining iterations use stored w */

vp = u + windex - 1;
for (j = 1; j <= le; j++) {
    u = *wptr;
    for (i = j; i < n; i = i + 2*le) {
        xi = x + i;
        xip = xi + le;
        temp.real = xi->real + xip->real;
        temp.imag = xi->imag + xip->imag;
        tm.real = xi->real - xip->real;
        tm.imag = xi->imag - xip->imag;
        xip->real = tm.real = u.real - tn.imag = u.imag;
        xip->imag = tm.real = u.imag + tn.imag = u.real;
        *xi = temp;
    }
    wptr = wptr + windex;
}

/* rearrange data by bit reversing */

j = 0;
for (i = 1; i < (n-1); i++) {
    k = n/2;
    while (k <= j) {
        j = j - k;
        k = k/2;
    }
    j = j + k;
    if (i < j) {
        xi = x + i;
        xj = x + j;
        temp = *xj;
        *xj = *xi;
        *xi = temp;
    }
}
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A.5  minv.c

/* structure used by all matrix routines */

typedef struct {
    int element_size;
    unsigned int rows;
    unsigned int cols;
    char **ptr;
} MATRIX;

#define SCALE_MAT(a,b,s,rows,cols,roff,coloff,typea,typeb) { \n    typea = a_AXX = (typea **)a->ptr; \n    typeb = _BMX = (typeb **)b->ptr; \n    typea = _PTA; \n    typeb = _PTB; \n    int _IX, _JX; \n    for(_IX = 0 ; _IX < rows ; _IX++) { \n        _PTB = _BMX[_IX]; \n        _PTA = _AXX[_IX + roff] + coloff; \n        for(_JX = 0 ; _JX < cols ; _JX++) \n            _PTB += (typeb)(s = *(PTA++)); \n    } \n}

/*******************************************************************************/

matrix_invert - Gauss-Jordan elimination with full pivoting.

The returned matrix is always a double matrix. Exits and prints error message with singular matrices or bad MATRIX structures.

    MATRIX = matrix_invert(MATRIX = A)

*******************************************************************************/

MATRIX = matrix_invert(A)
    MATRIX = A;
{
    MATRIX *matrix_allocate();

    MATRIX *Ai;
    double *a;
    double big,pivot_inverse,temp,abs_element;
    int *pivot_flag,*swap_col,*swap_row;
    int i,n,row,col,swap_row=0,icol=0;

    /* check for square matrix */
    if(A->rows != A->cols) {
        exit(1);
    }

    /* check pointer */
    if(!A->ptr) {
        exit(1);
    }

    /* size of square matrix */
    n = A->rows;

    /* allocate space for the inverse */
    Ai = matrix_allocate(n,n,sizeof(double));

    /* copy to double matrix */
    switch(A->element_size) {
        case 2:
            SCALE_MAT(A,Ai,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
            break;
        case 4:
            SCALE_MAT(A,Ai,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
            break;
        case 8:
            SCALE_MAT(A,Ai,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
            break;
        default:
            exit(1);
    }
}
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} 

a = (double **)Ai->ptr;

/* allocate index arrays and set to zero */
pivot_flag = (int *) calloc(n,sizeof(int));
swap_row = (int *) calloc(n,sizeof(int));
swap_col = (int *) calloc(n,sizeof(int));

if(!pivot_flag || !swap_row || !swap_col) {
  exit(1);
}

for(i = 0 ; i < n ; i++) { /* n iterations of pivoting */

/* find the biggest pivot element */
big = 0.0;
for(row = 0 ; row < n ; row++) {
  if(!pivot_flag[row]) { /* only unused pivots */
    for(col = 0 ; col < n ; col++) {
      if(!pivot_flag[col]) {
        abs_element = fabs(a[row][col]);
        if(abs_element >= big) {
          big = abs_element;
          irow = row;
          icol = col;
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
pivot_flag[icol]++; /* mark this pivot as used */

/* swap rows to make this diagonal the biggest absolute pivot */
if(irow != icol) {
  for(col = 0 ; col < n ; col++) {
    temp = a[irow][col];
    a[irow][col] = a[icol][col];
    a[icol][col] = temp;
  }
}
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    a[icol][col] = temp;

    } else {
        swap_row[i] = irow;
        swap_col[i] = icol;
        if(a[icol][icol] == 0.0) {
            exit(1);
        }

        pivot_inverse = 1.0/a[icol][icol];
        a[icol][icol] = 1.0;  // pivot = 1 to avoid round off */
        for(col = 0 ; col < n ; col++)
            a[icol][col] = a[icol][col]*pivot_inverse;

        /* fix the other rows by subtracting */
        for(row = 0 ; row < n ; row++) {
            if(row != icol) {
                temp = a[row][icol];
                a[row][icol] = 0.0;
                for(col = 0 ; col < n ; col++)
                    a[row][col] = a[row][col] - a[icol][col]*temp;
            }
        }

        /* fix the affect of all the swaps for final answer */
        for(swap = n-1 ; swap >= 0 ; swap--) {
            if(swap_row[swap] != swap_col[swap]) {
                for(row = 0 ; row < n ; row++) {
                    temp = a[row][swap_row[swap]];
                    a[row][swap_row[swap]] = a[row][swap_col[swap]] - a[row][col]*temp;
                    a[row][swap_col[swap]] = temp;
                }
            }
        }
```
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} ;
}

/* free up all the index arrays */
free((char *)pivot_flag); 
free((char *)swap_row); 
free((char *)swap_col);

return(Ai);
}

A.6 mdet.c

/* structure used by all matrix routines */
typedef struct 
{  
    int element_size;
    unsigned int rows;
    unsigned int cols;
    char **ptr;
} MATRIX;

#define SCALE_MAT(a,b,s,rows,cols,rowoff,coloff,typea,typeb) { 
    typea **_MX = (typea **)a->ptr; 
    typeb **_B = (typeb **)b->ptr;
    typea **_PIA; 
    typeb **_PTB; 
    int _IX, _JX; 
    for(_IX = 0 ; _IX < rows ; _IX++) { 
        _PTB = _B[_IX]; 
        _PIA = _MX[ _IX + rowoff ] + coloff; 
        for(_JX = 0 ; _JX < cols ; _JX++) 
          *( _PTB++ ) = (typeb)(*( _PIA++ ));
    } 
} 

matrix_det - Determinant of the input matrix.

Returns a double value equal to the determinant of the matrix. Allocates and frees a matrix for the determinant calculation. Exits and prints error message on invalid MATRIX structure.

double matrix_det(MATRIX *A)

*****************************************************************************

double matrix_det(A)
    MATRIX *A;
    {
        MATRIX =matrix_allocate();
        void matrix_free();

        MATRIX =det;
        double =a;
        double =ptr;
        double det,big,pivot_inverse,temp,abs_element;
        int n, row, col, swap_row, pivot;

        if(A->rows != A->cols) {
            exit(1);
        }

        /* check pointer */
        if(!A->ptr) {
            }

        /* size of square matrix */
        n = A->rows;

        /* allocate space for the determinant calculation matrix */
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Adet = matrix_allocate(n,n,sizeof(double));

/* copy to double matrix for calculations */
switch(A->element_size) {
  case 2:
    SCALE_MAT(A,Adet,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
    break;
  case 4:
    SCALE_MAT(A,Adet,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
    break;
  case 8:
    SCALE_MAT(A,Adet,1,n,n,0,0,short,double)
    break;
  default:
    exit(1);
}

a = (double**)Adet->ptr;

/* initialize the answer */
det = 1.0;

for(pivot = 0 ; pivot < n-1 ; pivot++) {

  /* find the biggest absolute pivot */
  big = fabs(a[pivot][pivot]);
  swap_row = 0; /* initialize for no swap */
  for(row = pivot + 1; row < n ; row++) {
    abs_element = fabs(a[row][pivot]);
    if(abs_element > big) {
      swap_row = row;
      big = abs_element;
    }
  }

  /* unless swap_row is still zero we must swap two rows */
  if(swap_row != 0) {
    a_ptr = a[pivot];
  }
}
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    a[pivot] = a[swap_row];
    a[swap_row] = a.ptr;
/* change the sign of determinant because of swap */
    det = -det*a[pivot][pivot];
} else {
/* calculate the determinant by the product of the pivots */
    det = det*a[pivot][pivot];
}

/* if almost singular matrix, give up now */
    if(fabs(det) < 1.0e-50) return(det);

    pivot_inverse = 1.0/a[pivot][pivot];
    for(col = pivot + 1 ; col < n ; col++) {
        a[pivot][col] = a[pivot][col]*pivot_inverse;
    }

    for(row = pivot + 1 ; row < n ; row++) {
        temp = a[row][pivot];
        for(col = pivot + 1 ; col < n ; col++) {
            a[row][col] = a[row][col] - a[pivot][col]*temp;
        }
    }

/* last pivot, no reduction required */
    det = det*a[n-1][n-1];

/* free up the calculation matrix */
matrix_free(det);

    return(det);